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ABSTRACT

This dissertation proposes an efficient hardware implementation scheme for iterative multi-input multi-output orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (MIMOOFDM) transceiver. The transmitter incorporates linear precoder designed with
instantaneous channel state information (CSI). The receiver implements MMSE-IC
(minimum mean square error interference cancelation) detector, channel estimator,
low-density parity-check (LDPC) decoder and other supporting modules. The proposed implementation uses QR decomposition (QRD) of complex-valued matrices
with four co-ordinate rotation digital computer (CORDIC) cores and back substitution to achieve the best tradeoff between resource and throughput. The MIMO system
is used in field test and the results indicate that the instantaneous CSI varies very
fast in practices and the performance of linear precoder designed with instantaneous
CSI is limited. Instead, statistic CSI had to be used
This dissertation also proposes a higher-rank principle Kronecker model (PKM).
That exploits the statistic CSI to simulate the fading channels. The PKM is constructed by decomposing the channel correlation matrices with the higher-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) method. The proposed PKM-HOSVD model is
validated by extensive field experiments conducted for 4-by-4 MIMO systems in both
indoor and outdoor environments. The results confirm that the statistic CSI varies
slowly and the PKM-HOSVD will be helpful in the design of linear precoders.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Modem wireless communication systems are facing the pressing challenges of
increasing transmission data rate, reducing cost, reducing transmission power and
improving communication reliability. Linear precoding has been considered as one of
the promising techniques for achieving these goals. Linear precoding is classified as
four categories based on the design methodology [1]:
• Maximize the diversity: A pairwise error probability analysis is applied to maximize the diversity order [2].
• Maximize the capacity: The ergotic or outage capacity is utilized as design
criteria for precoder optimization [3, 4].
• Minimize mean squared error (MSE) or maximize signal-to-noise ratio (SNR):
The MSE or SNR is used as the merit to design the linear precoder [5].
• Maximize the mutual information: The linear precoder is designed by maximizing the average mutual information of fading channels [12].
The existing linear precoding algorithms commonly assume that the transmitter knows the accurate instantaneous channel state information (CSI). However,
practical system often rely on feedback loop to obtain CSI. To verify the effect of the
linear precoder designed with inaccurate instantaneous CSI, this dissertation implements an iterative multi-input multi-output orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) transceiver. The transmitter incorporates linear precoder designed with instantaneous CSI. The receiver implements MMSE-IC (minimum mean
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square error interference cancelation) detector, channel estimator, low-density paritycheck (LDPC) decoder and other supporting modules.
A design challenge in turbo receiver is the high computational complexity due
to a large number of matrix inversion when the number of subcarriers in the MIMOOFDM system is on the order of thousands. Matrix inversion is usually implemented
by QR decomposition (QRD) followed by back substitution in the hardware. Three
known algorithms are widely used for decomposing a matrix into a unitary matrix Q
and an upper triangular matrix R: Gram-Schmidt [5], Householder transformation,
and Givens rotation [9]. Givens rotation is advantageous to perform QRD by the
CORDIC algorithm in systolic array architecture [7]. However, most works on the
QRD implementation consider the system equation of the form As = b with s and
b being single-column variable vector and observation vector, respectively. In the
MMSE-IC turbo detection, the received signal is to minus the reconstructed interference from the detected symbols of the previous iteration. Consequently, for each
equivalent subcarrier, the MMSE-IC has to solve a set of linear system equations
of the form AX = B, where matrix A is the channel Gram matrix plus the noise
covariance matrix, each column of matrix B contains the observation vector with
interference-canceled for the corresponding symbol, and the diagonal elements of matrix X are the symbols to be detected. This imposes more computational complexity
and latency than that with no interference cancelation. This dissertation proposes an
iterative MIMO-OFDM receiver using a new 4-CORDIC QRD for the MMSE-IC algorithm and implements a complete baseband turbo receiver in Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA).
The instantaneous CSI varies very fast in the practice system and the feedback
instantaneous CSI in the transmitter may be outdated. Therefore, the precoding
algorithms based on slowly varied statistic CSI were studied [12]. The foundation
of the algorithms is the Kronecker model. That is the channel correlation matrix
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can be separated into the Kronecker product of the transmit and receive spatial
correlation. However, a number of field measurements and simulation analyses have
found that the separable Kronecker model is often inaccurate [24,25]. To validate the
accuracy of the Kronecker model, this dissertation performs a experimental channelsounding campaign based on 4×4 MIMO wideband fading channels measured in both
indoor and outdoor environments. A higher-rank principle Kronecker model (PKM)
decomposed using the higher-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) method
is also proposed, which has higher accuracy than commonly-used Kronecker model.
1.2 SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS
This dissertation consists of a couple of journal publications and conference
papers as listed in the publication list. My contributions that are published or under
review are:
1. This dissertation proposes an implementation of an iterative MIMO-OFDM
receiver including MMSE-IC detector, channel estimator, LDPC decoder and other
supporting modules. In the MMSE-IC detector, a new 4-CORDIC QRD is proposed.
Only four CORDIC cores are applied to compute the Givens rotation coefficients by
exploring the property of the equivalent channel matrix. The multipliers are used
to rotate multiple columns of matrices A and B instead of the systolic array. The
MMSE-IC detector can be configured as 16-matrix or 64-matrix pipelining with different numbers of multipliers to achieve two different throughput. 1-D and 2-D array
for back substitution are proposed to be combined with the two 4-CORDIC QRD
schemes. The two schemes for MMSE-IC detector have been implemented on Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) for a baseband receiver of equivalent 4×4 MIMO
with 1024 subcarrier OFDM. Their resource usage, throughput, and latency are compared with two classic systolic array architectures. The results demonstrate that the
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proposed 4-CORDIC QRD schemes achieve the best tradeoff between throughput and
resource usage.
2. A higher-rank PKM is proposed for simulating triply-selective fading channels. To construct the PKM, the channel correlation matrices are decomposed using
the HOSVD method. The proposed PKM-HOSVD model improves upon the original Kronecker model by using higher-rank approximation of the channel correlation
matrices rather than the rank-1 approximation. The proposed PKM-HOSVD is validated by an experimental channel-sounding campaign. In the measurement, a 4 × 4
MIMO wideband system are built. The measurement is conducted in both indoor
and outdoor environments. The carrier frequencies in the experiment are 800 MHz,
2.2 GHz, and 5.2 GHz, respectively. Both the correlation matrix distance (CMD)
metric and mean square error (MSE) are applied to evaluate the decomposition’s
accuracy. The results confirm that many practical channels must use higher-rank
approximation rather than the commonly-used rank-1 approximation (or the Kermoal method) to achieve satisfactory decomposition accuracy. This dissertation also
propose that the rank-1 Kronecker model always underestimate the channel capacity
but the PKM-HOSVD model can predict the channel capacity accurately by choosing
different ranks. Finally, the dissertation verify that the CMD can be used to evaluate
accuracy of the capacity prediction.
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PAPER
I. EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ITERATIVE
MIMO-OFDM RECEIVER USING MMSE INTERFERENCE
CANCELATION
Bing Han, Zengli Yang and Yahong Rosa Zheng, Senior Member, IEEE
ABSTRACT—An efficient hardware implementation scheme is proposed for iterative multi-input multi-output orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (MIMOOFDM) receiver which includes MMSE-IC (minimum mean square error interference
cancelation) detector, channel estimator, low-density parity-check (LDPC) decoder
and other supporting modules. The proposed implementation uses QR decomposition
(QRD) of complex-valued matrices with four co-ordinate rotation digital computer
(CORDIC) cores and back substitution to solve the MMSE-IC equations while existing systolic array architectures require 15 to 38 CORDIC cores to achieve similar
throughput. The proposed 4-CORDIC QRD architecture can be configured as 16matrix or 64-matrix pipelining using different numbers of multipliers combining with
1-D or 2-D arrays of back substitution, respectively. The channel estimator implements a commonly-used frequency domain least square (LS) channel estimation with
the canonic-signed-digits (CSD) method, thanks to the character of the Zadroff-Chu
(ZC) sequence used as the pilot. In the LDPC decoder, the min-sum algorithm is
implemented for Quasi-Cyclic LDPC (QC-LDPC) decoding. The two schemes for
MMSE-IC detector with different throughput and resource usages have been implemented in Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) for a complete baseband turbo
receiver. Their resource usages, throughput and latencies are compared with classic
systolic array architectures, which demonstrate that the proposed receiver architecture achieves the best tradeoff between throughput and resource usage.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) techniques has been widely used in recent wireless communication
systems and standards [1]. To combat co-channel interference (CCI) inherent in
MIMO systems, turbo iterative detector is often required to achieve high performance. Turbo MIMO detection is similar to the turbo equalizers proposed for multipath channels to combat inter-symbol interference (ISI) [3, 4]. The minimum mean
square error (MMSE) turbo linear equalizer with interference cancelation (MMSEIC) [4, 7] is shown to achieve good tradeoff between computational complexity and
bit-error-rate (BER) performance.
A general MMSE-IC receiver usually includes the channel estimator, MMSEIC detector, decoder and other supporting modules. A design challenge in turbo
iterative receiver is the increased computational complexity because matrix inversion
is required to solve a large set of system equations. For example, for a 2×2 MIMO
with 2048 subcarriers employing precoder and 2-subcarrier grouping, the turbo receiver has to perform matrix inversion for the 1024 equivalent channel matrices of size
4×4. Additionally, with MMSE-IC turbo detection, the received signal is to minus
the reconstructed interference from the detected symbols of the previous iteration.
Consequently, for each equivalent subcarrier, the MMSE-IC has to solve a set of linear
system equations of the form AX = B, where matrix A is the channel Gram matrix
plus the noise covariance matrix, each column of matrix B contains the observation
vector with interference-canceled for the corresponding symbol, and the diagonal elements of matrix X are the symbols to be detected. This imposes more computational
complexity and latency than that with no interference cancelation.
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In hardware implementation, matrix inversion is usually accomplished by QR
decomposition (QRD) followed by back substitution. Commonly used QR decomposition algorithms include Gram-Schmidt [5], Householder transformation, and Givens
rotation [9]. With the co-ordinate rotation digital computer (CORDIC) cores widely
available [7], Givens rotation is adopted in many recent works with the systolic array
architecture [7, 9]. However, most works on the QRD implementation consider the
system equation of the form As = b with s and b being single-column variable vector
and observation vector, respectively. To apply the conventional QRD for MMSE-IC
turbo detection, the Givens rotations of each channel matrix have to be applied to
multiple observation vectors in B. Additionally, back substitution has also to be
performed for the multiple vectors in X. The systolic array implementation will have
to either increase the number of internal cells for parallel rotation of multiple observation vectors, or reuse the array for one-column rotation multiple times to perform
the MMSE-IC turbo detection. This means either largely increased resource usage or
greatly reduced throughput.
In this paper, we propose an implementation of an iterative MIMO-OFDM
receiver including MMSE-IC detector, channel estimator, LDPC decoder and other
supporting modules. In the MMSE-IC detector, a new 4-CORDIC QRD is proposed.
The proposed QRD scheme explores the property of the equivalent channel matrix
so that the Givens rotation coefficients are computed by only four CORDIC cores.
Givens rotation for multiple columns of matrices A and B is implemented by multipliers without using the systolic array. Taking advantage of the latency of CORDIC
cores, the proposed 4-CORDIC QRD is configured as 16-matrix or 64-matrix pipelining with different numbers of multipliers to achieve two different throughput. The
two 4-CORDIC QRD schemes are then combined with 1-D or 2-D array for back
substitution, respectively. The channel estimator implements a commonly-used frequency domain least square (LS) channel estimation [8] with the canonic-signed-digits
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(CSD) method, thanks to the character of the Zadroff-Chu (ZC) sequence used as the
pilot. In the LDPC decoder, the min-sum algorithm is implemented for Quasi-Cyclic
LDPC (QC-LDPC) decoding [9]. The two schemes for MMSE-IC detector have been
implemented on Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) for a baseband receiver of
equivalent 4×4 MIMO with 1024 subcarrier OFDM. Their resource usage, throughput, and latency are compared with two classic systolic array architectures. The
results demonstrate that the proposed 4-CORDIC QRD schemes achieve the best
tradeoff between throughput and resource usage.
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2

TURBO MMSE DETECTION WITH INTERFERENCE
CANCELATION

Consider a MIMO-OFDM system with Nt transmit antennas, Nr receive antennas, and Kc subcarriers. The block diagram of transmitter is shown in Fig.
2.1(a). With linear precoding and/or subcarrier grouping [8], every KG subcarriers
are grouped together and the MIMO-OFDM channel is equivalent to Kc /KG subcarriers with M × N MIMO, where M = Nr · KG and N = Nt · KG . Figure 2.2 shows two
conventional frame structures for Nt = 2, where two pilot blocks are used for channel
estimation. In frame structure 1, the pilot and data blocks are transmitted separately
and with their own cyclic prefix (CP); In frame structure 2, the pilot and data blocks
are transmitted together with one common CP block. The frame length is determined
by channel variation and we assume the channel estimation is only performed with
pilot blocks and remains unchanged within each frame.

Encoder

Π

Mapping

Precoding
&
Grouping

Front
end

IFFT

(a) Transmitter.

Decoder

P1
Π

Demapping

MMSE-IC

Mapping

Channel
Est.

FFT

Front
FFT

end

(b) Receiver.

Figure 2.1. The block diagram of the MMSE-IC transceiver, where Π is the interleaver
and Π−1 is the de-interleaver.
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CP Pilot 1

CP Pilot 2

CP

Data Blk1

CP

Data Blk2

(a) Frame structure 1.

CP Pilot 1+Pilot 2+Data Blk1

CP Pilot 1+Pilot 2+Data Blk2

(b) Frame structure 2.

Figure 2.2. Two signal structures, where CP = cyclic prefix.

The MMSE-IC turbo detector for frame structure 1 is shown in Fig. 2.2, where
the front end processes the received signals and outputs baseband I and Q signals and
removes the CPs. The pilot blocks are obtained first and used for channel estimation
yielding the frequency domain channel coefficients. The data blocks are converted to
frequency domain via fast fourier transform (FFT). Soft symbol LLRs are exchanged
between the MMSE-IC MIMO detector and the channel decoder for turbo detection.
In the receiver with frame structure 2, the pilot and data blocks are obtained after
one FFT module at the same time.
Let yk ∈ CM ×1 and He,k ∈ CM ×N denote the received vector and the equivalent channel matrix of the k-th sub-channel, respectively. We have

yk = He,k sk + vk ,

k = 1, 2, ..., Kc /KG ,

(1)

where sk ∈ CN ×1 is the transmitted symbol vector and vk ∈ CM ×1 is the noise vector
with power σv2 . In the first iteration, no prior LLR is available, thus the MMSE-IC
computes the estimate of the symbol vector by
ŝk = (H†e,k He,k + σv2 I)−1 H†e,k yk ,

(2)
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where superscript

†

denotes the Hermitian transpose. Solving (2) is usually accom-

plished by solving the linear system equation [7] as

Aŝk = b,

(3)

where A = H†e,k He,k + σv2 I and b = H†e,k yk .
In the second and subsequent iterations, the MMSE-IC detector reconstructs
the interference by
′
yk,n
= yk − He,k s̃k,n ,

(4)

where s̃k,n = [ŝk,1 , ..., ŝk,n−1, 0, ŝk,n+1, ..., ŝk,N ] with ŝk,n being the estimated symbols
from the previous iteration. Then the MMSE-IC detector computes the n-th symbol
of the k-th subcarrier by
′
,
ŝk,n = en (H†e,k He,k + σv2 I)−1 H†e,k yk,n

n = 1, 2, ..., N,

(5)

where en is a 1 × N vector with all elements equal to 0 except the n-th element that
is equal to 1.
Equation (5) can also be viewed as the solution to a set of linear system
equations:
AX = B,

(6)

′
where X = diag(ŝk ), and the n-th column of B is H†e,k yk,n
.

It is well known that QRD and back substitution are used to solve the linear
system equations (3) and (6). Consider a 4 × 4 complex matrix A = {amn } for
m = 1, ..., 4 and n = 1, ..., 4. A Givens rotation matrix G1 that cancels a21 by a11 is
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given by


C
S1
 1

 −S † C †
1
1

G1 = 

0
 0

0
0

0 0





0 0 

,

1 0 

0 1

where, using the famous CORDIC algorithm,

(7)

C1 = cos(θ1 )e−ιφ1 ,
−ιϕ1

S1 = sin(θ1 )e
where tan(θ1 ) = |a21 | / |a11 |; φ1 and ϕ1
√
denotes −1. Thus,

(1)
a
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 0

G1 A= 

 a31

a41

(8)

,

are the phases of a11 and a21 , respectively; ι
(1)
a12

(1)
a13

(1)
a14

(1)
a22

(1)
a23

(1)
a24

a32

a33

a34

a42

a43

a44







,




(9)

(1)

where the superscript represents the count of rotations, a11 becomes a real positive
number, and the updated elements in the first two rows become:
(1)

a1n = C1 a1n + S1 a2n ,
(1)
a2n

=

−S1† a1n

+

C1† a2n .

(10)

After the QRD, we obtain

RX = Q† B = Z.

(11)
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where Q† = G6 G5 G4 G3 G2 G1 , and


(3)
a11



 0

R= 

 0

0

(3)
a12

(3)
a13

(3)
a14

(5)
a22

(5)
a23

(5)
a24

0

(6)
a33

(6)
a34

0

0

a44

(6)







.




(12)

The solution to X is then obtained by back substitution column by column.
To solve (6), the Givens rotation has to be performed on all N columns of B
and the back substitution is also performed for each column of X. This increases the
computational complexity of MMSE-IC turbo detector over ordinary MMSE turbo
detector.
A common implementation of QRD is to use the systolic array architecture
[10,11], where the boundary cells operate in the vectoring mode and the internal cells
operate in the rotation mode. Each boundary cell uses two CORDIC cores for complex
vectoring mode, and each internal cell uses three CORDIC cores for complex rotation
mode. If the rotation of the columns of B is implemented by one column of internal
cells, then the systolic array uses a total of 38 CORDIC cores for the QRD of a 4 × 4
complex matrix. The systolic array rotates one column of B at a time by reusing the
same systolic array multiple times, thus reducing the throughput of the MMSE-IC
detector. We call this scheme SA-QRD-I. On the other hand, if more internal cells
are added to rotate all columns of B simultaneously, then the throughput can be
four times as that of the SA-QRD-I scheme, but the cost is 74 CORDIC cores. We
call this scheme SA-QRD-II. Although some recent works [7, 9] manage to reduce the
number of CORDIC cores by modifying the conventional systolic array architecture,
the number of the cores required is still as high as 15 to 38 for the QRD of each 4 × 4
matrix.
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3

THE PROPOSED MMSE TURBO DETECTOR USING 4-CORDIC
QRD AND BACK SUBSTITUTION

In this section, we propose an alternative approach to implementing the MMSEIC turbo detector without using systolic array for QRD. We use only four CORDIC
cores and some complex-valued multipliers to implement the Givens rotation directly.
This is motivated by the fact that for each k a common QRD of matrix A is used
for all column rotations in each MMSE-IC iteration. Besides, for the signal frame
structure shown in Fig. 2.1, the channel matrices of all subcarriers are available way
ahead of the received data symbols and remain unchanged within the data frame.
Therefore, the QRD can be performed before the arrival of the data signals and be
saved for later use with all data blocks. This approach relaxes the throughput and
timing requirements of the QRD.
To illustrate our proposed approach, we focus on solving the system equations
(6) since (3) is a special case of (6). To separate the channel matrix from the data
vectors, we modify the matrix B as BH = H†e,k , and our purpose is to solve
AXH = BH .

(13)

RXH = ZH ,

(14)

and obtain

−1

where ZH = Q† BH and XH = (H†e,k He,k + σv2 I) H†e,k . Let XH = {xmn } and ZH =
{zmn } for m = 1, ..., N and n = 1, ..., N. The solution is obtained by back substitution
xmn =

1
rmm

zmn −

N
X

p=m+1

!

rmp xpn .

(15)
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′
When the data block is available, we multiple the n-th row of XH with yk,n
to yield

the n-th soft symbol

′
ŝk,n = [xn1 , xn2 , ..., xnN ] · yk,n
,

n = 1, ..., N.

(16)

Figure 3.1 shows the block diagram of the proposed MMSE-IC turbo detector.
The blocks M MUL, M ADD and M SUB denote the matrix multiplication, addition,
and subtraction, respectively. The extrinsic information of the MMSE-IC turbo detector ŝ is interleaved and sent to the low-density parity-check (LDPC) decoder as its
a priori input. The LDPC decoder computes the extrinsic information as the output,
which is fed back to the MIMO detector as the a priori information s̃. After multiple turbo iterations, hard decisions are made at the output of the LDPC decoder.
Since the LDPC decoder is resource intensive, the LDPC p2s and LDPC s2p modules
are used here to decode multiple LDPC code blocks in serial. If high throughput is
desired, then the parallel to serial conversion shall be removed and multiple LDPC
decoders shall be instantiated.
For frame structure 2 in Fig. 2.2(b) the proposed MMSE-IC turbo detector is
also applicable. Although the pilot and data blocks are available at the same time, the
channel matrices remain unchanged at every iteration. Therefore, we also separate
the channel matrix from the data vectors and modify B as BH . The QRD and back
substitution will be performed once for each subcarrier in every data frame. The
′
solution XH is multiplied with updated yk,n
at every iteration.

3.1 THE 4-CORDIC QRD FOR MMSE-IC TURBO DETECTOR
An observation on the MMSE-IC detector is that matrix A is positive semidefinite and its diagonal elements are all real. If amm is used to zero the elements
anm with n > m, then amm remains real through the m-th column zeroing. The
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Block diagram of the implemented MMSE-IC turbo detector.

verification of this property is omitted in the paper. This observation helps to save
two CORDIC cores in our proposed QRD architecture.
The block diagram of the proposed QRD is shown in Fig. 3.2, where the first
rotation is depicted as an example. The first input to the QRD module (denoted as
QR SUB) is always the diagonal element of A and is always real. That is φ1 = 0 or
π in (8). Therefore, its sign and amplitude are easily obtained via the absolute value
module ABS. The second input to QR SUB is a complex element a21 , and CORDIC
1, operating in the vectoring mode, computes the amplitude |a21 | and phase ϕ1 . The
amplitudes |a11 | and |a21 | are fed to CORDIC 2. Also set in the vectoring mode,
q
(1)
CORDIC 2 outputs the phase θ1 and the amplitude a11 = |a11 |2 + |a21 |2 , which
are, respectively, the input to CORDIC 3 and the input to the ABS of the next

rotation. CORDIC 3 takes the input θ1 and operates in the rotation mode to yield
cos(θ1 ) and sin(θ1 ). The SEL block takes the sign of a11 and flips the sign of cos(θ1 ) if
sign(a11 ) < 0, yielding the rotation coefficient C1 = sign(a11 ) cos(θ1 ). The NEG block
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changes the sign of ϕ1 and outputs to CORDIC 4. Operating in the rotation mode,
CORDIC 4 computes S1 = sin(θ1 )e−ιϕ1 . Due to the latency of the CORDIC cores,
the 4-CORDIC architecture exhibits 83 clock cycles of delay which can be exploited
for pipelining.

sign(a11 )
ABS

SEL

a11
|a11 |

|a21 |
CORDIC 1

Figure 3.2.

cos θ1

θ1
CORDIC 3

CORDIC 2

a21

C1

(1)
a11

sin θ1
ϕ1
NEG

−ϕ1

S1
CORDIC 4

The block diagram of QR SUB module.

Then we use the module named QR MUL to rotate the remaining elements in
the first two rows of A and the corresponding elements of BH . Since C1 is real, (10)
is implemented as

(1)

real(a1n ) = C1 · real(a1n ) + real(S1 ) · real(a2n ) − imag(S1 ) · imag(a2n ),
(1)

imag(a1n ) = C1 · imag(a1n ) + real(S1 ) · imag(a2n ) + imag(S1 ) · real(a2n ),

(17)

(1)

real(a2n ) = C1 · real(a2n ) − real(S1 ) · real(a1n ) − imag(S1 ) · imag(a1n ),
(1)

imag(a2n ) = C1 · imag(a2n ) − real(S1 ) · imag(a1n ) + imag(S1 ) · real(a1n ),
where n = 2, 3, 4, real() and imag() denote the real and imaginary part of a complex
number, respectively. It is clear from (17) that the QR MUL module includes 12 real
multipliers. To zero a21 , a31 and a41 , we use three QR MUL operations. Similarly,
the corresponding two rows of matrix BH are rotated with four QR MUL operations.
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These QR MUL operations may be implemented in parallel or serial depending on
the pipelining design of the QRD. Since the latency of the 4-CORDIC QRD is 83
clock cycles, two pipelining designs are appropriate. One is a 16-matrix pipelining
with two QR MUL modules operating in serial mode for rotation. Another is a 64matrix pipelining with seven QR MUL modules operating in parallel. These two
schemes provide two different tradeoff between throughput and resource usage. In
frame structure 1 shown in Fig. 2.1, the channel matrices are obtained from the
pilot blocks ahead of the received data symbols. Therefore, there is enough time to
perform QRD and back substitution before the arrival of the data signals. In this
case, throughput requirement is low, thus the 16-matrix pipelining scheme is suitable
and can reduce the resource usage. If high throughput is required, then the 64-matrix
pipelining can be used at a cost of increased resource usage.
The data flow diagram of the 16-matrix pipelining QRD is shown in Fig. 3.3,
where the first rotation is depicted as an example. The input A and B matrices
are saved in RAM A and RAM B, respectively. The QR SUB module reads a11 and
a21 to compute C1 and S1 . The MUL A block includes one QR MUL module if the
16-matrix pipelining is used. It reads a1n and a2n (n = 2, 3, 4) from RAM A in series
and reuses the one QR MUL module three times to rotate the top two rows of matrix
A. Similarly, the MUL B contains one QR MUL module and reuse it four times to
rotate the corresponding rows of matrix BH . The updated elements are saved back
in RAM A and RAM B, respectively.
The timing control of the 16-matrix pipelining QRD is shown in Fig. 3.4. A
finite-state machine (FSM) with seven states is used to control the QRD process of
a 4 × 4 complex matrix. The FSM starts at State 0 and transits to State 1 through
State 6 sequentially. At the beginning of State 0, QR SUB reads 16 pairs of a11 and
a21 in 16 clock cycles. The 4-CORDIC QRD scheme computes C1 and S1 for each
(1)

pair of a11 and a21 using pipelining. The first a11 is available at the 40th clock cycle
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(1)

and the 16 pairs of a11 and a31 are pipelined into QR SUB at the 64th clock cycle.
When C1 and S1 are available at the 83rd clock cycle, the FSM transits to State 1. In
State 1, QR SUB computes C2 and S2 , while QR MUL A and QR MUL B rotate the
top two rows of matrices A and BH , respectively. There is a two clock cycles delay
in the QR MUL modules. In the first rotation, QR MUL A is reused three times for
serially rotating the 2nd to 4th columns of each matrix A, as shown in Fig. 3.4(b).
Similarly, the QR MUL B module is reused four times to rotate the four columns
of each matrix BH . The total time required for State 1 is 64 clock cycles. When
rotation of the top two rows of matrix BH is completed, the FSM enters State 2. The
QR SUB and QR MUL modules compute the Givens rotation for the 1st and 3rd
rows of matrices A and BH . Similarly, State 3 computes the rotation for the 1st and
4th rows of matrices A and BH with similar timing control. State 4, 5, 6 are for G4 ,
G5 and G6 , respectively, with similar timing because all QR MUL B require 64 clock
cycles, although QR MUL A has less columns to rotate. In State 6, the resulting R
matrix of the first A matrix is available at the 429th clock cycles and the rotations
of the first BH are completed at the 479th clock cycles. The FSM returns to State 0
for the next group of 16 matrices.
For a higher throughput, the QRD is configured as 64-matrix pipelining. The
data flow diagram is the same as that in Fig. 3.3. Three QR MUL modules are instantiated for rotating matrix A. Meanwhile, the rotation of matrix BH is performed
by another four QR MUL modules since matrix BH always has four elements in each
row for rotation. The timing control is achieved by a 7-state FSM similar to the
16-matrix pipelining.

3.2 BACK SUBSTITUTION
Back substitution is often implemented by a 1-D array [8] for the matrix QRD.
In this paper, we pipeline the conventional 1-D array [8, Chapter 2] and double the
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Data flow diagram of the proposed QRD scheme.

throughput for the 16-matrix pipelining QRD. The block diagram is shown in Fig.
3.5(a). In each boundary and internal cell, the calculation is finished in one processing
cycle which consists of two clock cycles. Initially, let {tmn } = 0 for m = 1, ..., N and
n = 1, ..., N. At the 0th processing cycle, r44 and z41 are fed into the boundary
cell and x41 = z41 /r44 is obtained at the output ports. In the next processing cycle,
r44 and z42 are fed into the boundary cell to compute x42 = z42 /r44 . Meanwhile,
x41 and r34 are fed into to internal cell 1 to compute t31 = r34 x41 . This means two
columns of ZH and XH are pipelined. In the next two processing cycles, {r33 , z31 , t31 }
and {r33 , z32 , t32 } are fed into the boundary cell to compute x31 = (z31 − t31 )/r33
and x32 = (z32 − t32 )/r33 , respectively. The three internal cells yield the summation
P
function tmn = 4p=m+1 rmp xpn . The solutions to XH are obtained from the boundary
cell at the 16th processing cycle.

It is worth noting that in the original 1-D array, two clock cycles are required
to obtain one element of the solutions or eight clock cycles to solve each column of
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Figure 3.4. Timing control for the proposed 16-matrix pipelining QRD.

XH , yielding the throughput of 32 clock cycles per XH . We utilize the timing gap
between two elements of the original array and the gap between two processing cycles
to implement the 4-column pipelining. The throughput of the proposed 1-D back
substitution is four clock cycles per column yielding a throughput of 16 clock cycles
per XH .
Since the 64-matrix pipelining QRD yields a high throughput of seven clock
cycles per matrix, we use a 2-D systolic array for back substitution. The block
diagram of 2-D back substitution is shown in Fig. 3.5(b), where the first column of
the solution is depicted as an example. The numbers in boldface denote the input
and output timing in processing cycle count. In 2-D back substitution one processing
cycle also consists of two clock cycles. At the 0th processing cycle, boundary cell
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Figure 3.5. The systolic arrays for back substitution.
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1 outputs x41 = z41 /r44 . At the first processing cycle, z31 , r34 and x41 are fed into
internal cell 1 to compute z31 − r34 x41 . At the 2nd processing cycle, boundary cell 2
P
outputs x31 = (z31 − r34 x41 )/r33 . At the 4th processing cycle, z21 − 4p=3 r2p xp1 is fed
P
into boundary cell 3 to compute x21 . At the 6th processing cycle, z11 − 4p=2 r1p xp1

is fed into boundary cell 4 and x11 is obtained at the 7th processing cycle. Similar

to 1-D array, the internal cells of the 2-D array perform the summation and the
solutions of XH are obtained from the boundary cells. In fact the 1-D array is
obtained from folding the 2-D array in 45 degrees [13]. Because of the gap between
two processing gap, 2-column pipelining is implemented. The throughput of the 2-D
back substitution is one clock cycle per column of XH , resulting in four clock cycles
total per XH for solving (14).
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4

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF CHANNEL ESTIMATOR
AND LDPC DECODER

In this section, the hardware implementations of other supporting modules,
such as channel estimator and LDPC decoder, are introduced.

4.1 CHANNEL ESTIMATOR
The frequency domain LS method [8] is used for channel estimation, followed
by time-domain truncation. The sequences used for channels estimation are designed
as the IFFT of ZC sequence of length Kchu , whose kchu -th element [14] is

achu (kchu ) = exp(jπ

Mprime
(kchu − 1)2 ),
Kchu

kchu = 1, 2, ..., Kchu .

(18)

In our design, we choose Kchu = 256 and Mprime = 1. The CP sequences are the last
64 samples of xmn .
The received preambles from the n-th receiver are converted to frequencydomain by Kchu -point FFT into Yn1 and Yn2 . The kchu -th channel tone H(kchu ) is
then estimated as

H(kchu ) =

1
2





a∗chu (kchu )

a∗chu (kchu )




 Y11 (kchu ) Y12 (kchu )  



−achu (kchu ) achu (kchu )
Y21 (kchu ) Y22 (kchu )

(19)

Note that no matrix inversion is used but matrix multiplication of the Chu sequences.
Since the Chu sequences achu are constants, the matrix multiplication can be efficiently
implemented by the CSD method. Then the channel impulse response is obtained by
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inverse FFT of the (m, n)-th elements of H. The length of the channel is truncated
to a desired channel length that is much smaller than Kchu .

4.2 LDPC DECODER
We use the Quasi-Cyclic LDPC (QC-LDPC) code with 3/4 coding rate. The
input information bit length is KL = 1530, and the output code length is NL = 2040.
The QC-LDPC encoder uses the Richardson-Urbanke (RU) algorithm [15] by rowcolumn permutations of the parity check matrix into an approximate lower triangular
matrix. In the decoder, we use the improved semi-parallel decoding architecture [9]
consisting of horizontal processing units (HPUs), vertical processing units (VPUs) and
three rams: one is used to store check-node message; one is used to store bit-node
message; one is used to store the LLRs.

4.3 SYM2BITS AND BIT2SYM BLOCK
In the Sym2bits block, the equalized soft symbols are mapped into bit LLR
values for LDPC decoder. The bit LLR is calculated by log-sum-exp functions for
each subcarrier k and each bit j of each symbol i. In our implementation, we used
the minimum function [16]

ln(exp(−x) + exp(−y)) ≈ − min(x, y).

(20)

to simplify the operation. The percentage error is used as a metric to evaluate the
approximate function, which is defined as

e=

|Approximate Value − Exact Value|
× 100%.
|Exact Value|

(21)
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The percentage error of the approximation in (20) is shown in Fig. 4.1(a). When
|x − y| is large than 3, which is the case of 99.33 % of the time, the percentage error
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(a) The percentage error of the approximation of ln(exp(−x) + exp(−y)) using
− min(x, y). When |x − y| is large than
3, which is the case of 99.33 % of the time,
the percentage error is less than 10.81 %.

(b) The percentage error of the sigmoidlike function. The maximal percentage error is 5.35%.

Figure 4.1. The percentage error of the approximation.

In the Bit2sym block, the bit LLRs from LDPC decoder are mapped into soft
symbols for MMSE equalization using

s̃k =

X
i

αi

Y1
j

2

1 + β̃i,j tanh



L(k, j)
2



.

(22)
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In our implementation, the tanh function is approximated by a sigmoid-like function
[17] given by

G(x) =




−1, x < −ǫ





 x(γ + λx), − ǫ ≤ x ≤ 0

(23)



x(γ − λx), 0 ≤ x ≤ ǫ





 1, x > ǫ

where the three constants ǫ, γ and λ are selected as ǫ = 4, γ = 2/ǫ and λ = 1/ǫ2 ,
respectively. The multiplication in (23) is implemented by the CSD method. The
percentage error of the sigmoid-like function is shown in Fig. 4.1(b). The maximal
percentage error is 5.35%.
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SIMULATION AND SYNTHESIS RESULTS

To examine the performance of the proposed QRD and back substitution, a
2 × 2 MIMO 2048-subcarrier OFDM system was built [8] with 2-subcarrier grouping.
The data blocks at the transmitter were generated by two raw source bit streams
encoded by a length-2040 LDPC encoder with 3/4 coding rate. After LDPC encoding,
each codeword was added eight zero bits at the end to form a data block of length 2048,
which was then interleaved and modulated to QPSK, 8PSK or 16QAM symbols. After
precoding, the symbols of each stream were fed into a subcarrier grouper. Then, each
data block was converted to time domain by 2048-point inverse fast Fourier transform
(IFFT), followed by CP insertion. A digital up convertor (DUC) was used to upsample the baseband I/Q signals and modulate them onto IF (intermediate frequency)
of 17.5 MHz. The output of the DUC module was fed into the digital to analog
converter (DAC) directly and a RF up convertor was used to transmit the signal at
915 MHz. The receivers with the two proposed MMSE-IC turbo schemes were also
implemented, in combination with digital down convertors, channel estimator, and
LDPC soft decoders.
In the simulation, the experimental 2 × 2 multi-path channels were used, and
the channel impulse response and frequency impulse response are shown in Fig. 5.1(a)
and Fig. 5.1(b), respectively. The multi-path channel length was set to 20 taps and
the frequency response of the sub-channels has clear nulls. This is typical in the
experiments. The BER performance in the SNR range of interest is shown in Fig.
5.2 where the experimental channels were used and AWGN noises were added in the
simulation. The line with square marker shows the theoretical results, which means
the MMSE-IC was implemented by matrix inversion and the LLR was calculated by
the exact expression with floating-point arithmetic. In the fixed-point simulation,
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Figure 5.1. The experimental sub-channels.

the word-length was 16 bits including 13 bits for the fractional part, 2 bits for the
integer part and 1 bit for the sign. MMSE-IC was implemented by QRD and back
substitution and the LLR was calculated by the approximation (20) and (23). We
can see that the fixed-point and floating-point systems have very similar performance.
After three iterations, the detector can obtain about 1 dB gain at 10−3 BER over one
iteration.
In the scheme of 16-matrix pipelining QRD combined with 1-D back substitution, 16 equivalent channel matrices are fed into the QRD module in 16 clock cycles
at a batch. After 479 clock cycles, the 16 groups of R and ZH matrices are output by
pipelining in 16 clock cycles. When the output of the QRD is available, the 1-D back
substitution module begins to solve one group of R and ZH in 16 clock cycles; meanwhile, the next group of 16 matrices are fed into the QRD module. In the scheme
of 64-matrix pipelining combined with 2-D back substitution, we solve 64 equivalent
channel matrices by pipelining in 64 clock cycles, and the overall output latency is
432 clock cycles.
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For comparison purpose, we also implemented the two systolic array QRD
structures. Since the throughput of the SA-QRD-I scheme is 16 clock cycles per
matrix, a 1-D array back substitution is fast enough to match the throughput of the
QRD scheme. However, the SA-QRD-II scheme requires only four clock cycles to
decompose one matrix, thus this architecture requires a 2-D back substitution array.
The proposed 4-CORDIC QRD and the SA-QRD architectures are synthesized
on Stratix IV EP4SGX530N2 FPGA with 530K LEs, and the resource usages are
shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, where BS means back substitution for convenience.
The calculated QRD rate is also shown in the table to compare the overall MMSE-IC
throughput.
The proposed 16-matrix pipelining QRD uses the least resources still yielding
a good throughput of 31 clock cycles per matrix. In the implemented MIMO-OFDM
system, the channel matrices are available ahead of the received data symbols. Therefore, the QRD and back substitution are performed when the channel estimation
information is available. In this case, there is enough time to perform QRD and
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Table 5.1. Synthesized results of the proposed 4-CORDIC designs.
16-matrix pipelining 64-matrix pipelining
QRD + 1-D BS
QRD + 2-D BS
Combinational ALUTs
6213+2302
6883+5043
DSP 18-bit Elements
48+56
168+128
DSP multiplier
24+14
84+32
QRD rate (matrix/clk)
1/31
1/7
Baseband Rx total
24%
27%
Maximal frequency
183 MHz
178 MHz

Table 5.2. Synthesized results of the conventional SA schemes.
SA-QRD-I SA-QRD-II
+ 1-D BS

+ 2-D BS

Combinational ALUTs

41928+2302

81639+5043

DSP 18-bit Elements

0+56

0+128

DSP multiplier

0+14

0+32

QRD rate (matrix/clk)

1/16

1/4

Baseband Rx total

33%

46%

Maximal frequency

177 MHz

170 MHz

back substitution, and we reduce the throughput for low resource usage. The 16matrix pipelining QRD plus 1-D back substitution obtain the best tradeoff between
throughput and resource usage in this system.
The proposed 64-matrix pipelining QRD plus 2-D back substitution architecture improves the throughput to seven clock cycles per matrix with slightly more
resource usage than the 16-matrix pipelining scheme. Both of the proposed schemes
take the advantage of the available DSP multipliers on the FPGA chip and save resources on combinational ALUTs. In comparison, the two SA-QRD schemes use no
DSP elements for QRD but significantly more ALUTs to implement the Givens rotation. With only 16% of ALUTs of the SA-QRD-I scheme, the proposed 64-matrix
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pipelining QRD scheme achieves more than double the throughput of the SA-QRD-I
scheme. Furthermore, the SA-QRD-II uses 14 times ALUTs of the proposed 64matrix pipelining QRD, but only achieved less than double the throughput. The
latencies of the proposed two QRD schemes are 479 clock cycles and 432 clock cycles, respectively; while that of the SA-QRD-I and SA-QRD-II schemes are 480 clock
cycles and 468 clock cycles, respectively. For the overall baseband receiver including
digital down converters, MMSE-IC turbo detector, LDPC decoders, etc., the resource
usages of the Stratix IV EP4SGX530N of the four QRD schemes are 24%, 27%, 33%,
and 46%, respectively.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have implemented the iterative MIMO-OFDM receiver including MMSE-IC detector, channel estimator, LDPC decoder and other supporting
modules. To solve the MMSE-IC problem, the 4-CORDIC QRD architecture and
back substitution with systolic array are proposed. For an equivalent 4×4 MIMO
with 1024 subcarrier OFDM, the proposed 4-CORDIC QRD can be configured as
16-matrix or 64-matrix pipelining, which are then combined with 1-D or 2-D back
substitution. The channel estimator implements a frequency domain LS channel estimation with the CSD method, thanks to the character of the ZC sequence used as the
pilot. In the LDPC decoder, the min-sum algorithm is implemented for QC-LDPC
decoding. The two schemes for MMSE-IC detector have been implemented on FPGA
for a baseband receiver, and their resource usages, throughput, and latencies are compared with classic systolic array architectures. The 16-matrix pipelining scheme uses
the least resources and achieves a throughput of 31 clock cycles per matrix. The 64matrix pipelining scheme has a high throughput of seven clock cycles per matrix with
slightly increased resource usage. In contrast, the SA-QRD-I and SA-QRD-II schemes
achieve 16 clock cycles and four clock cycles per matrix throughput, respectively, at
a cost of much higher resource usages than the proposed schemes.
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II. FPGA IMPLEMENTATION OF QR DECOMPOSITION FOR
MIMO-OFDM USING FOUR CORDIC CORES
Bing Han, Zengli Yang and Yahong Rosa Zheng, Senior Member, IEEE
ABSTRACT—A low-resource implementation of QR decomposition (QRD) is proposed for MIMO-OFDM systems that employ turbo MMSE-IC (Minimum mean
square error interference cancellation) detector. The proposed implementation uses
only four CORDIC cores for QR decomposition of complex-valued matrices while existing systolic array architecture requires 15 to 38 CORDIC cores to achieve similar
throughput. For 4-by-4 MIMO with 1024 subcarrier OFDM, the turbo MMSE-IC
requires 1024 QRD of 4-by-4 complex matrices followed by back substitution. Each
matrix QRD is accompanied by rotations of four vectors for the second and subsequent
turbo iterations. The proposed architecture implements the multiple vector rotation
by multipliers rather than CORDIC cores, thus saving resources. When combined
with a 2-dimensional array of back substitution, the proposed QRD architecture can
achieve 64-matrix pipelining and a throughput of seven clocks per matrix for MMSEIC calculation. The proposed MMSE-IC architecture has been implemented in Altera
Stratix IV FPGA with LDPC decoding and other baseband receiver components.
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INTRODUCTION

Multiple-input multiple-output orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (MIMOOFDM) techniques has been widely used in recent wireless communication systems
and standards [1, 2]. To combat Co-Channel Interference (CCI) inherent in MIMO
systems, turbo iterative detector is often required to achieve high performance. Turbo
MIMO detection is similar to the turbo equalizers proposed for multi-path channels
to combat inter-symbol interference (ISI) [3, 4, 5]. The Minimum Mean Square Error
(MMSE) turbo linear equalizer with interference cancelation (MMSE-IC) [4, 6, 7] is
shown to achieve good tradeoff between computational complexity and Bit-Error-Rate
(BER) performance.
A design challenge in turbo iterative detection of MIMO-OFDM is the increased computational complexity because matrix inversion is required to solve a
large set of system equations. For example, for a 2×2 MIMO with 2048 subcarriers employing precoder and 2-subcarrier grouping, the turbo receiver has to perform
matrix inversion for the 1024 equivalent channel matrices of size 4×4. In hardware implementation, matrix inversion is usually accomplished by QR decomposition (QRD)
followed by back substitution. Commonly used QR decomposition algorithms include Gram-Schmidt, Householder transformation, and Givens rotation [8, 9]. With
the CORDIC cores widely available [10], Givens rotation is adopted in many recent
works with the systolic array architecture [7, 11, 9].
Most of the QRD implementation considers the system equation of the form
As = b with A being the matrix to be decomposed, s being the variable vector
to be solved, and b being the observation vector. With MMSE-IC turbo detection,
however, the Givens rotations of each channel matrix have to be applied to multiple
observation vectors that are the received signal minus the reconstructed interference
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from the detected symbols of the previous iteration. That is, each matrix QRD is
accompanied by rotations of multiple observation vectors for the second and subsequent turbo iterations. With the same channel matrix A, the observation vector
for each symbol is different, thus giving rise to a set of system equations for each
subcarrier. Additionally, back substitution is also performed for the multiple vectors.
These impose more computational complexity and latency than that with no interference cancellation. The systolic array implementation will have to either increase
the number of internal cells or reduce throughput to perform the MMSE-IC turbo
detection.
In this paper, we implement the MMSE-IC iterative detector with a 4-CORDIC
architecture for QRD and a 2-D array for back substitution. The proposed architecture implements the multiple vector rotation by multipliers rather than CORDIC
cores, thus saving resources. When combined with a 2-D array of back substitution, the proposed QRD architecture can achieve good balance between resource
usage and throughput. For 4×4 MIMO with 1024 subcarrier OFDM, the proposed
scheme achieves 64-matrix pipelining and a throughput of seven clocks per matrix for
MMSE-IC detection. In contrast, the systolic array architecture [10] has to reuse the
one-vector rotation four times for MMSE-IC detection, thus reducing the pipelining
to 32 matrices. Consequently, a 1-D array is fast enough for the back substitution
yielding a throughput of 16 clocks per matrix. The proposed architecture uses the
6% of the resources of the Altera Stratix IV EP4SG530N FPGA less than the systolic
array QRD approach.
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TURBO MMSE DETECTION WITH INTERFERENCE
CANCELATION

Consider a MIMO-OFDM system with Nt transmit antennas, Nr receive antennas, and Kc subcarriers. The signal frame structure of transmitter is shown in Fig.
2.1, where the pilot and data blocks are transmitted separately with their own cyclic
prefix. The length of data blocks is determined by channel variation and we assume
the channel remains unchanged in the duration of the data blocks. With linear precoding and/or subcarrier grouping [12], every KG subcarriers are grouped together
and the MIMO-OFDM channel is equivalent to Kc /KG subcarrier with M ×N MIMO,
where M = Nr · KG and N = Nt · KG .

CP Pilot 1

CP Pilot 2

CP

Data Blk1

CP

Data Blk2

Figure 2.1. Transmitted signal frame structure, where CP = cyclic prefix.

The MMSE-IC turbo detector is shown in Fig. 2.2, where the front end processes the received signals and outputs baseband I and Q signals and remove the
CPs. The pilot blocks are used for channel estimation yielding the frequency domain
channel coefficients, and the data blocks are converted to frequency domain via Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT). Soft symbol LLRs are exchanged between the MMSE-IC
MIMO detector and the channel decoder for turbo detection.
Let yk ∈ CM ×1 and He,k ∈ CM ×N denote the received vector and the equivalent
channel matrix of the k-th sub-channel, respectively. We have

yk = He,k sk + vk ,

k = 1, 2, ..., Kc/KG

(1)
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Figure 2.2. The block diagram of turbo MMSE-IC receiver, where Π is the interleaver
and Π−1 is the de-interleaver.

where sk ∈ CN ×1 is the transmitted symbol vector and vk ∈ CM ×1 is the noise vector
with power σv2 . In the first iteration, no prior LLR is available, thus the MMSE-IC
computes the estimate of the symbol vector by

2 −1 H
ŝk = (HH
e,k He,k + σv I) He,k yk ,

where superscript

H

(2)

denotes the Hermitian transpose. Solving (2) is usually accom-

plished by solving the linear system equation [7] as

As = b

(3)

2
H
where A = HH
e,k He,k + σv I and b = He,k yk .

In the second and subsequent iterations, the MMSE-IC detector reconstructs
the interference by
′
yk,n
= yk − He,k s̃k,n ,

(4)

where s̃k,n = [ŝk,1 , ..., ŝk,n−1, 0, ŝk,n+1, ..., ŝk,N ] with ŝk,n being the estimated symbols
from the previous iteration. Then the MMSE-IC detector computes the n-th symbol
of the k-th subcarrier by

2 −1 H ′
ŝk,n = en (HH
e,k He,k + σv I) He,k yk,n ,

n = 1, 2, ..., N.

(5)
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where en is a 1 × N vector with all elements equal to 0 except the n-th element that
is equal to 1.
Equation (5) can also be viewed as the solution to a set of linear system
equations:
AX = B
′
where X = diag(sk ), and the n-th column of B is HH
e,k yk,n .

(6)
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3

ARCHITECTURE OF QRD AND BACK SUBSTITUTION

It is well known that QRD and BS are used to solve the linear system equations
(3) and (6). Let A = QR denote the QR decomposition. Traditionally, the Givens
rotation method rotates the elements of A and b to yield R and z = QH b without
explicitly solving for Q. This is often implemented by a systolic array architecture
[7, 9] using CORDIC cores to find rotation angles. Then back substitution solves (3)
for s by computing
1
sn =
rnn

zn −

N
X

j=n+1

rnj sj

!

, n = N, ..., 2, 1,

(7)

where sn is the n-th element of s and rnj is the (n, j)-th element of R. Back substitution is often implemented by a 1-D array [8].
To solve (6) for the diagonal elements of X, the multiple column vectors in B
can be rotated by the systolic array in two ways: One is to rotate all columns of B
simultaneously by adding more internal elements in the systolic array; another is to
rotate one column at a time by reusing the same architecture of the single column
system as that for (3).

3.1 THE PROPOSED 4-CORDIC QRD AND 2-D BACK
SUBSTITUTION
In this subsection, we propose an alternative approach to QR decomposition
without using systolic array. We use only four CORDIC cores and some complexvalued multipliers to implement the Givens rotation directly. This is motivated by two
observations related with the MMSE-IC turbo detection. First, for the signal frame
structure shown in Fig. 2.1, the channel matrices of all subcarriers are available way
ahead of the received data symbols and remain unchanged within the data frame.
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Therefore, the QR decomposition can be performed before the arrival of the data
signals and be saved for later use with all data blocks. This approach relaxes the
throughput and timing requirements of the QRD. To illustrate approach, we focus
on solving the system equations (6) since (3) is a special case of (6). To separate the
channel matrix from the data vectors, we modify the matrix B as

B = HH
e,k ,

(8)

and compute the QRD of A to yield the R matrix and Z = QH B. When a data
′
block is available, we only multiply the solution Z with yk,n
to obtain the estimated

symbols.
The second observation on the MMSE-IC detector is that matrix A is positive
semi-definite and its diagonal elements are all real. If aii is used to zero the elements
aji with j > i, then aii remains real through the i-th column zeroing. This observation
helps to save two CORDIC cores in our proposed QRD architecture. The block
diagram of the proposed QRD is shown in Fig. 3.1, where the first rotation is depicted
as an example. The first input to the QRD module (denoted as qr sub) is always
the diagonal element of A and it is always real. Therefore, its sign and amplitude
are easily obtained via the absolute value module ABS. The second input to qr sub is a complex element a21 , and CORDIC 1, operating in the vectoring mode,
computes the amplitude |a21 | and phase ϕ. The amplitudes |a11 | and |a21 | are fed
to CORDIC 2. Also set in the vectoring mode, CORDIC 2 outputs the phase θ =
q
(1)
−1
tan (|a21 |/|a11 |) and the amplitude a11 = |a11 |2 + |a21 |2 , which is used for the

next rotation. CORDIC 3 takes the input θ and operates in the rotation mode to

yield cos(θ) and sin(θ). The SEL block takes the sign of a11 and flips the sign of
cos(θ) if sign(a11 ) < 0, which outputs the rotation coefficient C(1) = sign(a11 ) cos(θ).
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The NEG block changes the sign of ϕ and outputs to CORDIC 4. Operating in the
rotation mode, CORDIC 4 computes S(1) = sin(θ)e−jϕ .

ABS

SEL

a11

|a21 |

CORDIC 3
sin θ

ϕ

CORDIC 1

Figure 3.1.

cos θ

θ

CORDIC 2
a21

C1

(1)

a11

|a11 |

NEG

−ϕ

S1

CORDIC 4

The block diagram of qr sub module.

The coefficients C1 and S1 are used to form a Givens rotation matrix. To
illustrate our architecture, we consider a 4 × 4 complex matrix A as an example. The
Givens rotation matrix for zeroing a21 is


C1
S1


 −S H C H
1
1

G1 = 

0
 0

0
0

0 0





0 0 



1 0 

0 1

(9)

and G1 is used to rotate the remaining elements in row 1 and 2 of A. In our hardware
implementation, we use three qr mul modules to accomplish this task:
(1)

a1j = C1 a1j + S1 a2j
(1)

a2j = −S1H a1j + C1H a2j

(10)
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where j = 2, 3, 4, and the superscript represents the count of rotations. Each qr mul
module uses 12 real 18-bit multipliers.
Similarly, rotation of the first two rows of matrix B is performed with four
(1)

qr mul modules. After the first rotation, the QRD inputs are changed to a11 and
a31 for the second rotation to yield the rotation coefficients C2 and S2 , followed by
(2)

(2)

multiplications to yield a1j and a3j for j = 2, 3, 4. In total, six rounds of rotations
are required to complete the QRD of a 4×4 matrix.
Due to the latency of the CORDIC cores, the 4-CORDIC architecture exhibits
83 clocks of delay. Pipelining of 64 matrices is utilized in our implementation to boost
the throughput. The timing control of the qr sub and qr mul modules is shown in
Fig. 3.2, where qr mul 2, 3, and 4 are used for parallel rotation of columns 2–4 of
(4)

(5)

(5)

matrix A. The timing gap before the input of a33 , a43 is due to the latency of a43

that is the output of qr mul 3. Meanwhile, the rotation of matrix B is performed by
another four qr mul modules since matrix B always has four elements in each row for
rotation. The timing of the four qr mul to rotate matrix B is the same as the qr mul
4 and is omitted from the figure for brevity.
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Figure 3.2. Timing control for 4-CORDIC QRD.
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The 64-matrix pipelining yields a high throughput of seven clocks per matrix.
Consequently, we use a 2-D systolic array for back substitution, as shown in Fig. 3.3.
The red numbers denote the input and output timing in clock count. The throughput
of the 2-D back substitution is one clock per vector of Z, resulting in four clocks total
for solving (6). The latency is seven clocks.
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Figure 3.3.

2-D systolic arrays for back substitution.

3.2 THE SYSTOLIC ARRAY QRD AND 1-D BACK SUBSTITUTION
For comparison purpose we also implement the QRD with the systolic array
(SA-QRD) [10] that uses four boundary cells and ten internal cells which is shown in
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a12

a14
a13
a23
a13

a44
a34
a24
a14

b13
b12
b11

Figure 3.4. Conventional systolic array QRD for solving As = b.

Fig. 3.4. The total number of CORDIC cores is 38 since each boundary cell uses two
CORDIC cores for complex vector mode, and each internal cell uses three CORDIC
cores for complex rotation mode. With only one column for rotating the elements
of matrix B, we reuse the QRD four times to rotate the four columns B. Since the
QRD latency of the systolic array is 80 clocks, the throughput of the 2-D systolic
array QRD is 16 clocks per matrix. Therefore, a 1-D array back substitution is fast
enough to match the speed of the QRD [8]. The overall throughput is 16 clocks per
matrix operation of MMSE-IC, while the resource usage is 38 CORDIC cores with 14
real multipliers.
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SIMULATION AND SYNTHESIS RESULTS

To examine the performance of the proposed QRD and BS, a 2×2 MIMO 2048subcarrier OFDM system is built [12] with 2-subcarrier grouping. The data blocks
at the transmitter are generated by two raw source bit streams encoded by a length2040 LDPC encoder with 3/4 coding rate. After LDPC encoding, each codeword is
added 8 bits of zeros at the end to form a data block of length 2048, which is then
interleaved and modulated to QPSK or 8PSK symbols. After precoding, the symbols
of each stream are fed into a subcarrier grouper. Then, each data block is converted
to time domain signals by 2048-point inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT), followed
by CP insertion and pilot block insertion. The digital up convertor (DUC) is used
to up-sample the baseband I/Q signals and modulate them onto IF (intermediate
frequency). The output of the DUC module is fed to the digital to analog converter
(DAC) directly and a RF up convertor is used to transmit the signal at 915 MHz.
The receiver with these two QRD architectures to solve MMSE-IC problem
has been implemented, respectively, with digital down convertor, channel estimator,
and LDPC soft decoders. Fig. 4.1 shows the simulation result of 4-CORDIC QRD
and 1-D BS, where 64 equivalent channel matrices are fed into the QRD module in
64 clocks at a batch. After 432 clocks, the 64 groups of R and Z matrices are output
by pipelining in 64 clocks. When the output of the QRD is available, the 2-D BS
module begins to solve one group of R and Z in 4 clocks; meanwhile, the next group
of 64 matrices are fed into the QRD module.
The proposed 4-CORDIC QRD and the SA-QRD architectures are synthesized
on Stratix IV EP4SGX530N2 FPGA with 530K LEs. The results of resource usage are
shown in Table 4.1. The calculated QRD rate is also shown in the table to compare
the overall MMSE-IC throughput.
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Figure 4.1. Simulation results of 4-CORDIC QRD and 2-D BS.

Table 4.1. Comparison of the conventional work and the proposed designs

Combinational ALUTs
DSP 18-bit Elements
DSP multiplier
QRD rate (matrix/clk)

4-CORDIC QRD
+2-D BS
6883+5043
168+128
84+32
1/7

SA QRD
+1-D BS
41928+2302
0+128
0+14
1/16

The number of ALUTs used by the proposed 4-CORDIC architecture is about
1/7 that of the SA-QRD, but its the twice throughput. The proposed architecture
uses a total of 116 real multipliers and some DSP elements that are inherent in
the FPGA. The total logic utilization of baseband modules, including digital down
converter, QRD, LDPC decoder, etc., is 27% when the proposed 4-CORDIC QRD is
used for MMSE-IC turbo detection. In comparison, if SA-QRD and 1D BS were used
for MMSE-IC turbo detection, the baseband receiver uses a total of 33% resource.
The proposed architecture saves 6% of the resources of Stratix IV but achieves more
than twice the throughput in comparison to the SA-QRD approach.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have implemented the MMSE-IC iterative detector with a 4CORDIC QRD and a 2-D BS. The proposed architecture uses multipliers rather than
CORDIC cores to implement the rotation of multiple vectors required in MMSE-IC
turbo detection, thus saving resources and boost throughput. For 4×4 MIMO with
1024 subcarrier OFDM, the proposed scheme achieves 64-matrix pipelining and a
throughput of seven clocks per matrix for MMSE-IC calculation. In comparison, the
systolic array architecture that reuses the one-vector rotation four times for MMSEIC detection only obtains a throughput of 16 clocks per matrix. The compilation
results show that the proposed architecture saves 6% of the resources while achieving
higher throughput than the SA-QRD approach.
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III. HIGHER-RANK PRINCIPLE KRONECKER MODEL FOR
TRIPLY SELECTIVE FADING CHANNELS WITH EXPERIMENTAL
VALIDATION
Bing Han and Yahong Rosa Zheng, Senior Member, IEEE
ABSTRACT—This paper proposes a higher-rank principle Kronecker model (PKM)
for simulating triply-selective fading channels. To construct the PKM, the channel
correlation matrices are decomposed using the higher-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) method. The proposed PKM-HOSVD model improves upon the
original Kronecker model by using higher-rank approximation of the channel correlation matrices rather than the rank-1 approximation. The proposed PKM-HOSVD
model was validated by extensive field experiments conducted for 4-by-4 multipleinput multiple-output (MIMO) systems in both indoor and outdoor environments.
The carrier frequencies used included 800 MHz, 2.2 GHz, and 5.2 GHz. The channel
correlation matrices calculated from the measured channel coefficients were then decomposed via the proposed PKM-HOSVD method. The quality of the decomposition
was evaluated by not only the mean square error (MSE) but also the correlation matrix distance (CMD). These results indicate that many practical channels must use
higher-rank approximation rather than the commonly-used rank-1 approximation (or
the Kermoal method) to achieve satisfactory decomposition accuracy. In addition,
the predicted channel capacity by the proposed channel simulation model achieves
better accuracy than the original rank-1 channel simulation model.
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INTRODUCTION

Fading channel correlation plays an important role in channel modeling and
simulation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], capacity analysis [8, 9], transceiver design [10, 11, 12], and
performance analysis [13, 14, 15]. Assume a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
system with N transmit antennas and M receive antennas. For a baseband equivalent
MIMO fading channel, if the fading channel length is L > 1 and the coherence time
is K > 1, then such a fading channel is often characterized as a triply-selective
fading channel [3], which means that the subchannels of a MIMO system are spaceselective, time-selective and frequency selective. Often the correlation matrix, whose
size is (MNLK) × (MNLK), can be separated into the Kronecker product of spatial,
temporal, and Doppler correlation matrices of sizes M ×M, N ×N, L×L, and K ×K,
respectively. This separable channel model is referred to as the Kronecker model
which is extensively validated by field measurements [16, 17, 18, 4, 19, 20, 5, 21, 7, 6, 22]
and commonly adopted to model both base-to-mobile and mobile-to-mobile fading
channels. Note that base-to-mobile channels are modeled by one-ring scattering model
because base stations are usually elevated in height; while mobile-to-mobile channels
are modeled by double-ring scattering model [23] because both the transmit and
receive platforms may be surrounded by obstacles.
However, a number of field measurements and simulation analyses have found
that the separable Kronecker model is often inaccurate when estimating channel capacity [24, 25], channel covariance [26, 27], and channel modeling [28]. In essence, the
Kronecker model is a rank-1 approximation of the true correlation matrix through
singular value decomposition. To mitigate the deficiency of the Kronecker model,
two different models are introduced for decomposing spatial correlation matrices of
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narrow-band fading channels: the principal Kronecker model (PKM) [26] decomposes the spatial correlation matrix with a higher-rank approximation of Kronecker
products, and the tensor model [26, 27] models the narrow-band channel with the
fourth-order tensor.
In this paper, we propose a higher-rank PKM for simulating triply-selective
fading channels. To construct the PKM, the channel correlation matrices are decomposed using the higher-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) [29, 30, 31]
method. The proposed PKM-HOSVD model improves upon the original Kronecker
model by using higher-rank approximation of the channel correlation matrices rather
than the rank-1 approximation. The proposed PKM-HOSVD is validated by an experimental channel-sounding campaign based on 4 × 4 MIMO wideband fading channels
measured in both indoor and outdoor environments with carrier frequencies of 800
MHz, 2.2 GHz, and 5.2 GHz. We adopt both the correlation matrix distance (CMD)
metric [32] and mean square error (MSE) to evaluate the decomposition’s accuracy.
Our results confirm that many practical channels must use higher-rank approximation rather than the commonly-used rank-1 approximation (or the Kermoal method)
to achieve satisfactory decomposition accuracy. In addition, the proposed simulation
model can predict the channel capacity more accurately than does the original rank1 Kronecker model. We also verify that the capacity prediction’s accuracy from the
Kronecker model is tied strongly to the CMD of the decomposed correlation matrices.
Notation: Italics denote scalars; boldface letters denote vectors and matrices;
curlicue letters denote tensors. The estimation of matrix A from the measurement is
denoted as Â. The (i, j)th sub-matrix of A is denoted as A(i,j) ; the (i, j)-th element of
A is denoted as {A}ij . The transpose, Hermitian transpose, and Frobenius norm of A
are denoted as AT , A† , and kAkF , respectively. The conjugate of scalar A is A∗ . The
operator tr{·} denotes the trace operation; operator ⊗ denotes a Kronecker product;
operator vec(·) concatenates a matrix column-wise into a vector; operator ◦ denotes
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an outer product; operator ×a denotes an a-mode product [30]. The expectation of
random variable X is denoted by E{X}.
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THE PROPOSED HIGHER-RANK PKM FOR MIMO FADING
CHANNEL

We consider a wideband MIMO wireless channel consisting of N transmit antennas and M receive antennas. The input-output relationship of the MIMO channel
in the baseband discrete-time domain is

y(k) =

L−1
X
l=0

h(k, l) · x(k − l) + w(k),

(1)

where x(k) = [x1 (k), ..., xN (k)]T , w(k) = [w1 (k), ..., wM (k)]T , and y(k) = [y1 (k), ...,
yM (k)]T are the input vector, noise vector, and output vector at time instant k,
respectively; L is the multi-path channel length; h(k, l) is the l-th channel taps at
time instant k whose (m, n)-th element hm,n (k, l) denotes the sub-channel linking the
n-th transmit antenna to the m-th receive antenna. The dimensions of x(k), y(k),
w(k) and h(k, l) are N × 1, M × 1, M × 1 and M × N, respectively.
Denote the channel coefficients measured at time instant k as hm,n (k) =
[hm,n (k, 0), · · · , hm,n (k, l),
· · · , hm,n (k, L − 1)]T . The concatenated channel vector at time k is then

T
hv (k) = hT1,1 (k), · · · , hTM,1 (k), · · · , hT1,N (k), · · · , hTM,N (k) .

(2)

The (MNL) × (MNL) dimensional channel correlation matrix is then computed as
R(∆k) = Ek {hv (k) · h†v (k + ∆k)}.

(3)

The expectation Ek [·] is performed with respect to k because the MIMO channel is
assumed to be ergodic.
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In many cases, the correlation matrix R of a triply-selective fading channel
can be decomposed into a Kronecker product of correlation matrices [3] such that

R(∆k) = Ψtx ⊗ Ψrx ⊗ Ψtap · ΨDpl (∆k),

(4)

where Ψtx ∈ CN ×N , Ψrx ∈ CM ×M , and Ψtap ∈ CL×L are the transmit, receive, and
intertap correlation matrices, respectively; ΨDpl (∆k) is the correlation coefficient due
to the Doppler spread. In the base-to-mobile channel, ΨDpl (∆k) is given by [3]

ΨDpl (∆k) = J0 (2πfd ∆kTs ),

(5)

where Ts is the symbol duration, fd is the maximum Doppler frequency, and J0 (·) is
the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind. In the mobile-to-mobile channel, ΨDpl
is given by [33]

ΨDpl (∆k) =

2
Y
i=1

I0 (

q

κ2i − 4π 2 fd2i ∆k 2 + j4πκi fdi ∆k cos µi )
I0 (κi )

,

(6)

where I0 (·) is the zero-order modified Bessel function of the first kind, µi is the mean
direction of either the angle of arrival (AoA) or angle of departure (AoD), and κi is
the concentration parameter that controls the width of the scatterers on a ring. The
index i = 1, 2 indicates the rings around the transmitter and receiver, respectively.
In this model, the scatters around the transmitter and the receiver are modeled by
two independent rings. The von Mises probability density function is adopted for the
angle of departure surrounding the transmitter and the angle of arrival surrounding
the receiver.
In the measurement, we set ∆k = 0 and focused on the Kronecker decomposition of transmit, receive, and intertap correlation matrices. The observing window
selected was small so that the effect of the Doppler spread can be ignored. As a result,
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the decomposition of the correlation matrices was denoted as

RW B = Ψtx ⊗ Ψrx ⊗ Ψtap .

(7)

As a special case, the narrow-band channel impulse response (CIR) has only
one tap. Therefore, L = 1 and Ψtap is reduced to a fading gain. The Kronecker model
in (7) is then simplified as [2, 34]

RN B = Ψtx ⊗ Ψrx .

(8)

where the dimension of RN B is (MN) × (MN).
A popular MIMO channel simulation model that divides the MIMO correlation
matrices into separate receive and transmit correlation matrices is given by [2, 34]
1/2

h = Ψ1/2
rx GΨtx ,

(9)

where A1/2 is the matrix square root defined by A = A1/2 · (A1/2 )† , which can be
calculated through several different methods shown in [35]; G is an M × N matrix
whose entries are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean complexnormal random Gaussian variables. No Doppler effect is considered in (9).
In contrast, Xiao [3] provided the channel simulation model for triply selective MIMO Rayleigh fading channels that considered both Doppler effects and all
correlation matrices:
1/2

1/2

1/2
hv (k) = (Ψtx ⊗ Ψrx
⊗ Ψtap ) · Φ(k),

(10)
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where Φ(k) is an (MNL) × 1 vector whose elements are uncorrelated Rayleigh flat
fading, and
E{Φ(k1 ) · Φ† (k2 )} = ΨDpl (∆k).

(11)

where ∆k = k1 − k2 .
In practical scenarios, however, the channel simulation model that is based
on the rank-1 Kronecker model always underestimates the channel capacity [25, 24].
Therefore, we propose the principal Kronecker model for wideband channels using
higher-rank approximations as

RW B =

Mk
X
i=1

Ψtx,i ⊗ Ψrx,i ⊗ Ψtap,i .

(12)

where Mk is a user-defined parameter that depends on the required accuracy. Both
(7) and (8) are rank-1 approximations of the principal Kronecker model. Larger Mk
will lead to better accuracy but it will increase computational complexity too. We
will find the best trade-off between accuracy and complexity by using a metric as the
threshold for choosing Mk in Section 5.2.
The channel simulation model for triply selective Rayleigh fading channels is
improved according to (10) and (12) as

hv (k) =

Mk
X
i=1

1/2

1/2

1/2

[(Ψtx,i ⊗ Ψrx,i ⊗ Ψtap,i ) · Φ(k)].

(13)

The Kermoal decomposition method in [1, 27] estimates both the transmit
and the receive correlation matrices of the narrow-band channel, and can be applied
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directly to the wideband channel to obtain the rank-1 Kronecker model:
Ψ̂tx = Ek,l {[h† (k, l)h(k, l)]T },
Ψ̂rx = Ek,l {h(k, l)h† (k, l)},

(14)

Ψ̂tap = Ek,m,n {hm,n (k)h†m,n (k)}.
Note that Ψ̂tx and Ψ̂rx are calculated by averaging over k and l; Ψ̂tap is calculated by
averaging over k, m, and n. The narrow-band decomposition is obtained by setting
L = 1. The Kermoal method cannot decompose the principle Kronecker model.
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PKM DECOMPOSITION OF PRINCIPLE KRONECKER MODEL

The principle Kronecker model cannot be obtained by the Kermoal method
and higher-rank decomposition required in (12) has to use HOSVD. Decomposing
wideband correlation matrix RW B into the Kronecker product of Ψ̂tx , Ψ̂rx and Ψ̂tap
is based on minimizing the cost function

φW B = RW B −

Mk
X
i=1

2

Ψ̂tx,i ⊗ Ψ̂rx,i ⊗ Ψ̂tap,i

.

(15)

F

To solve the problem in (15), we first partition RW B into sub-matrices and construct
the third-order tensor based on the sub-matrices. Then we use HOSVD to obtain the
optimal estimation of Ψ̂tx , Ψ̂rx and Ψ̂tap . The details are listed as follows.
Step 1: RW B is partitioned into (MN) × (MN) sub-matrices of size L × L.
The (m, n)-th partition is denoted as
(m,n)

RW B = Ek [hm1 ,n1 (k) ◦ hm2 ,n2 (k)] ,

(16)

where m1 , m2 = 1, · · · , M, n1 , n2 = 1, · · · , N, and the indices (m, n) are determined
by m = m1 + M · (n1 − 1), n = m2 + N · (n2 − 1). Therefore, the correlation matrix
RW B can be re-arranged into a third-order tensor whose mode-3 is
(m,n)

R̃(m, n, 1 : L2 ) = vec(RW B ).

(17)

The indices of the first two modes (m, n) of R̃ is rearranged into
m′ = n1 + (q − 1)M,

n′ = m1 + (p − 1)N,

(18)
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where q = ceil(n/N) with ceil(·) being the ceiling function, p = rem(n/N) if
rem(n/N) 6= 0, and p = N if rem(n/N) = 0 with rem(·) being the remainder
function. The indices m1 and n1 are the same as those used in (16). The tensor R̃
is then converted into another tensor with the elements RW B (m′ , n′ , l) = R̃(m, n, l).
For example, if M = 2 and N = 2, then RW B is divided into sub-matrices:


RW B

(1,1)

RW B

(1,2)

RW B



 R(2,1) R(2,2)
WB
WB

=

(3,1)
(3,2)
 RW B RW B

(4,1)
(4,2)
RW B RW B

RW B

(1,3)

RW B

(2,3)
RW B

(2,4)
RW B

RW B

(3,3)

RW B

(4,3)

RW B

RW B

(1,4)

(3,4)
(4,4)







,




(19)

The RW B is then rearranged into the 4×4×L2 tensor RW B , whose vector RW B (m′ , n′ , 1 :
L2 ) is given by (17) and (18) for m′ = 1, ..., 4 and n′ = 1, ..., 4.
After RW B is converted into tensor RW B , the minimization problem in (15)
is converted to

φW B = RW B −

Mk
X
i=1

2

vec(Ψ̂tx,i ) ◦ vec(Ψ̂rx,i ) ◦ vec(Ψ̂tap,i )

,

(20)

F

Step 2: The problem (20) is solved by the best rank-Mk approximation of
higher-order tensor decomposition. In this paper, we use the truncated HOSVD
method [30] to decompose the correlation matrix.
The HOSVD of the tensor RW B is defined as [31]
RW B = S ×1 U ×2 V ×3 W,

(21)

where S ∈ CN ×M ×L is the singular value matrix; U ∈ CN ×N , V ∈ CM ×M and
W ∈ CL×L are singular vector matrices. Equivalently, the Tucker decomposition [29]
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of RW B is
RW B =

N X
M X
L
X
n=1 m=1 l=1

σmnl (un ◦ vm ◦ wl ),

(22)

where σnml is the (m, n, l)-th element of S and un , vm , wl are the column vectors of
U, V, W, respectively.
Step 3: The best rank-Mk approximation of RW B is
R̂W B =

Mk
X
i=1

σi (ui ◦ vi ◦ wi ),

(23)

where σi is the i-th largest singular value of S. We thus obtain the estimation of
Ψtx,i , Ψrx,i , and Ψtap,i from the Tucker decomposition:

vec(Ψ̂tx,i ) = ui ,

(24a)

vec(Ψ̂rx,i ) = vi ,

(24b)

vec(Ψ̂tap,i ) = σi wi .

(24c)

Setting Mk = 1 produces the rank-1 approximation of the wideband Kronecker model
(7). The rank-1 approximation of the narrow-band Kronecker model was treated as
the nearest Kronecker product (NKP) problem in [36, 37].
Alternative to HOSVD method, the correlation matrix can be decomposed by
tensor model [27, 26]. The narrow-band channel correlation is characterized by the
fourth-order covariance tensor RtN whose (m1 , n1 , m2 , n2 )-th element is
{RtN }m1 n1 m2 n2 = Ek {hm1 ,n1 (k)h∗m2 ,n2 (k)}.

(25)

We extend the tensor model to the wideband channel as the sixth-order tensor RtW
whose (m1 , n1 , l1 , m2 ,
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n2 , l2 )-th element is
{RtW }m1 n1 l1 m2 n2 l2 = Ek {hm1 ,n1 (k, l1 )h∗m2 ,n2 (k, l2 )}.

(26)

Here m1 , m2 = 1, ..., M, n1 , n2 = 1, ..., N, and l1 , l2 = 1, ..., L. If we define the thirdorder channel tensor H(k) whose (m, n, l)-th element is
{H(k)}mnl = hm,n (k, l),

(27)

RtW = Ek {H(k) ◦ H∗ (k)}.

(28)

then RtW is given by

The narrow-band tensor model RtN is a special case of (28) by setting L = 1.
The HOSVD of the sixth-order tensor model (26) is given by [31]

RtW = StW ×1 U(1) ×2 U(2) ×3 U(3) ×4 U(4) ×5 U(5) ×6 U(6) .

(29)

The tensor RtW is estimated with the Mt largest singular values and the corresponding
singular vectors:

R̂tW =

Mt
X
i=1

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

σitW ui ◦ ui ◦ ui ◦ ui ◦ ui ◦ ui .

(30)

where Mt is a user-defined parameter that depends on the required accuracy. Switching the order of calculations in (30) produces

tW

R̂

=

Mt
X
i=1

(1)

(4)

(2)

(5)

(3)

(6)

σitW (ui ◦ ui ) ◦ (ui ◦ ui ) ◦ (ui ◦ ui ).

(31)
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When (31) is compared to (23), the correlation matrices are given by
(1)

(4)

(32a)

(2)

(5)

(32b)

(3)

(6)

(32c)

Ψ̂tx,i = ui ◦ ui ,
Ψ̂rx,i = ui ◦ ui ,
Ψ̂tap,i = ui ◦ ui .

Note that the outer product of the two vectors in (32) produces the correlation matrix
directly while (23) yields vectorized correlation matrices. The correlation matrices
estimated by (32) do not equal the correlation matrices estimated by (23). The
proposed PKM-HOSVD constructs the third-order tensor and only third-order SVD
is performed for decomposition. In contrast, the sixth-order tensor model needs the
sixth-order SVD, which exhibits a high computational complexity.
The accuracy of the decomposition can be measured by both MSE and CMD
M
Pk
between the original correlation matrix R and the reconstructed matrix R̂ =
Ψ̂tx,i ⊗
i=1

Ψ̂rx,i ⊗ Ψ̂tap,i . The normalized MSE is defined as
e(R, R̂) = R − R̂

2
F

/ kRk2F .

(33)

The CMD is considered a better metric than MSE when measuring matrix
similarity. It is defined as [32]

d(R, R̂) = 1 −

tr{RR̂}
kRkF R̂

∈ [0, 1].

(34)

F

The CMD becomes zero if the two matrices are identical up to a scalar factor. It
becomes one if the two matrices are completely orthogonal from each other.
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We extend (34) to calculate the CMD between the correlation tensors R and
R̂:
d(R, R̂) = 1 −

< vec(R), vec(R̂∗ ) >
kRkF R̂

∈ [0, 1].

(35)

F

where <, > is the inner product of two vectors. It is clear that if vec(R) and vec(R̂∗ )
are orthogonal then the CMD would be 1.
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4

MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN AND DATA PROCESSING

To validate the principle Kronecker model and compare different decomposition methods, we conducted several channel sounding experiments in both different
frequency bands and different propagation environments. The measurement occupied a 20 MHz bandwidth centered at either 800 MHz, 2.2 GHz, or 5.2 GHz. The
MIMO transmitter and receiver consisted of National Instruments (NI) multi-channel
RF signal generators and RF signal analyzers. The measurement data saved in NI
instruments were processed by MATLAB. The details of equipment setup, field measurement, and data processing are described in 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, respectively.

4.1 EQUIPMENT SETUP
Figure 4.1(a) depicts the block diagram of the transmitter. The Rubidium
Frequency Standard provided a common 10 MHz reference clock for PXIe-5652 which
generated the local oscillator (LO) and sampling clock for the system. The baseband
waveforms were generated by PXIe-5450, and the differential analog I and Q signals
were generated by its build-in digital-to-analog converter (DAC). In PXIe-5611, the
I/Q signals were modulated and up-converted to the desired radio frequency (RF).
The RF signals were transmitted by whip antennas after the power amplifiers. We
configured the transmit parameters using soft panels designed with LabView, such as
bandwidth, sampling frequency, carrier frequency, and number of channels [38, 39].
Figure 4.1(b) depicts the block diagram of the MIMO receiver. The PXIe5691 worked as the low noise amplifier in the receiver. The amplified RF signals were
down-converted to intermediate frequency (IF) in the PXIe-5601. The IF signals were
passed into the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) of the PXIe-5622 and demodulated
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PXIe-5652
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(a) Structure of the 2-channel transmitter. The power amplifiers were NI-5691
Dual RF Amplifier or RF Bay’s MPA10-40. If 4-channel transmitter was desired,
then two more channels were added as slave channels with two additional PXIe5450 I/Q Signal Generators and two PXIe-5611 Modulators.
Slave channel
CH 1

RF in
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OUT

RF IN PXIe-5601 IF OUT
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NI 8262
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PXIe-5622
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Rubidium Frequency
Standard

RF OUT
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PXIe-5652
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REF IN/OUT

(b) Structure of the 2-channel receiver. If 4-channel receiver was used, then two
additional channels were added as slave channels with two PXIe-5622 IF Digitizers
and two PXIe-5601 RF Down-convertors, plus another PXIe-5691 RF Amplifier
serving as the low noise amplifier.

Figure 4.1. Block diagrams of the MIMO transmitter and receiver.
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into the baseband I and Q signals. For high speed acquisition, a RAID drive was used
to store the acquired data for post-processing.
Four GA.107 magnetic cellular band whip antennas were used in 800 MHz and
2.2 GHz experiments, and four HyperGain Model HG2458MGRD whip antennas were
used in 5.2 GHz experiment. In the indoor measurement, these antennas were placed
at the four corners of one 13 × 13 cm2 metal stool. In the outdoor measurement,
they were placed on the roof of a mini-van as a 13 × 13 cm2 square array.
4.2 MEASUREMENT ENVIRONMENTS
Measurements were conducted in the following three different environments—
one indoor, two outdoor:
1) Emerson Electrical Corporation Hall (EECH) of Missouri University of
Science and Technology. The floor plan of the second floor in EECH is depicted
in Fig. 4.2, where the area is approximately 68 × 21 m2 . The receiver was fixed at
point A1; the transmitter was fixed at the points B1, C1, D1, E1 or F1. The rooms
were furnished with office desks, chairs, and cubical dividers.

A1

Rm 208

B1

C1

E1

Rm 212
D1

F1
stairs

Figure 4.2. Floor plan of the second floor in Emerson Hall with labled points indicating transmitter/receiver locations.
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2) US Highway 63. The roadside environment contained mostly fields with a
few houses and road signs in a low to medium traffic density. Two mini-vans were
roughly 50 – 150 m apart and with speeds up to 45 mph.
3) Rolla Lions Club Park. The map of the park is given in Fig. 4.3 and
the park’s area is approximately 0.78 km by 0.8 km. The fixed-moving cases were
conducted between point P and point C. The transmitter was fixed at point P, and
the receiver moved from point P, passing through point B, to arrive at point C. The
receiver then returned from point C. The speed of the moving mini-van was up to
15 mph. In the moving-moving case, two mini-vans moved from point C to point G
through B, A, P, D, E, and F. The moving speed was up to 20 mph.

P
A

D

B

DURIP

E
C

F

G

7

Figure 4.3. Map of Rolla Lions Club Park with labeled points indicating transmitter/receiver locations.
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All of the experiments are summarized in Table 4.1. Each measurement case
is defined according to the condition of the transmitter, the receiver, and the carrier
frequency. For example, if the transmitter is fixed and the receiver is moving when
the carrier frequency is 800 MHz, the case name is F/M-800.

Table 4.1. The description of the measurement campaign.
Location
Case
US Hwy. 63 M/M-800, M/M-2200, M/M-5200
Outdoor Lions Club M/M-800, M/M-2200, M/M-5200
Park
F/M-800, F/M-2200
Indoor
EECH
F/F-800, F/F-2200

4.3 MIMO CHANNEL PROBING SIGNALS AND CHANNEL
ESTIMATION ALGORITHM
The frame structure of the probing signal at each transmit channel consisted
of a BPSK block with length Nb and Nf blocks of preamble sequences with length
Np , as shown in Fig. 4.4. The BPSK block was for frame synchronization purposes
and each transmitter used a 144-bit pseudo-random noise (PN) sequence. The frame
synchronization was repeated after every Nf blocks of preamble transmission. The
recorded I/Q signals from the hardware were typically fractionally spaced at Ts /D,
where Ts is the symbol duration and D is the number of samples per symbol. We
used D = 3 in these measurements. After synchronization, the I/Q signals were downsampled to Ts space and saved as baseband data for channel estimation. The preamble
sequence for MIMO channel sounding was the Zadroff-Chu (ZC) sequences [40, 10] of
length 256, padded with cyclic prefix (CP) of length 64. The preamble structures for
the 4 × 4 MIMO transmitters are illustrated in Fig. 4.5, where TX1˜TX4 denote four
transmit channels, respectively. The 4×4 MIMO channel sounding used four preamble
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blocks, where TX1 and TX2 transmitted the preamble sequences in Preamble 1 and
Preamble 2, while TX3 and TX4 transmitted nothing. In Preamble 3 and Preamble
4, TX1 and TX2 transmitted nothing, while TX3 and TX4 transmitted the preamble
sequences.

BPSK

Nb

Preamble1 ∼ N

Np

Nf × Np

Preamble1 ∼ N

Np

...
...

Preamble1 ∼ N

Np

Figure 4.4. The frame structure of the transmitted signal for multi-channel sounding.

Preamble 1

TX1 CP
TX2 CP
TX3 0
TX4 0

x11
x21
0
0

Preamble 2
x12
CP
x22
CP

0
0

0
0

Preamble 3

0
0
CP
CP

0
0
x33
x43

Preamble 4

0
0
CP
CP

0
0
x34
x44

Figure 4.5. The signal structure of preambles for channel estimation, while 0 means
no transmission.

The frequency domain Least Square (LS) method [41] was used for channel
estimation, followed by time-domain truncation to channel length L. The sequences
used for the 4 × 4 MIMO transmitter were
√
x11 = x21 = IFFTNchu {achu } · Nchu ,
√
x12 = IFFTNchu {−a∗chu } · Nchu ,
√
x22 = IFFTNchu {a∗chu } · Nchu ,
x33 = x43 = x11 ,
x34 = x12 ,
x44 = x22 .

(36)
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The k-th element of the Chu sequence achu was


Mprime
2
achu (kf ) = exp jπ
(kf − 1) ,
Nchu

kf = 1, 2, ..., Nchu.

(37)

In our design, we chose Nchu = 256 and Mprime = 1. The CP sequences were the last
64 samples of xmn .
Let ymn be the n-th received preamble from receiver m. Converting both the
received and transmitted preambles into frequency domain yielded Ymn and Xmn ,
where m = 1, ..., 4 and n = 1, ..., 4. The kf -th element in Ymn and Xmn corresponded
to the kf -th frequency tone, and arranged Ymn (kf ) for all (m, n) into a matrix yielded
a 4 × 4 matrix Y(kf ) for the kf -th tone.
Let the channel matrix for the kf -th tone be H(kf ) for kf = 1, 2, ..., Nchu.
Then it was estimated by
Ĥ(kf ) = Y(kf )X−1 (kf ),

(38)

where Y(kf ) = {Ymn (kf )}, X(kf ) = {Xmn (kf )}. Thanks to the preamble structure
and the property of Chu sequences, the matrix inversion can be computed directly by


a∗chu (kf )

a∗chu (kf )



 −achu (kf ) achu (kf )

X−1(kf ) = 



0

0









∗
∗
achu (kf ) achu (kf ) 

−achu (kf ) achu (kf )

(39)

Then the channel impulse response was obtained by inverse FFT of the (m, n)th elements of H(kf ) for kf = 1 : Nchu as

ĥm,n = IFFTNchu {Ĥm,n }, m = 1, ..., 4; n = 1, ..., 4.

(40)
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The length of the channel hm,n was Nchu after the IFFT, which was then truncated to
a desired channel length L that was much smaller than Nchu . In the measurement, we
chose L = 50 to cover the longest multipath channels encountered in the experiments.
Assume the length of the observing window used to calculate R in (3) was TR
samples. The correlation matrix was obtained by averaging over the TR samples
TR
1 X
R=
hvec (Np k) · h†vec (Np k).
TR k=1

(41)

The channel estimation was performed every Np Ts time interval.
To estimate the spatial correlation matrices, the HOSVD of RW B in (21) is
calculated by the MATLAB tensor toolbox [42, 43].
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5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of our HOSVD decomposition method
(PKM-HOSVD). We also compare it to the Kermoal decomposition method (KM)
and the higher-order tensor model (TM). Finally, we analyze the capacity with the
improved channel simulation model for the triply selective Rayleigh fading channel
in (13).

5.1 THE ACCURACY OF THE PKM-HOSVD
For the outdoor measurements, we divided the data into many blocks with
TR = 100 in each case and decomposed the correlation matrices in each block. The
total number of blocks for US Highway 63 was 10,016, and for Rolla Lions Club Park
this number was 15,273. We used rank-1 approximation for each block. The mean of
both CMD and MSE are summarized in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, respectively. The
CMD and MSE of the PKM-HOSVD were slightly smaller than that of the KM in
all cases. The PKM-HOSVD and TM achieved similar approximation accuracies.
Fig. 5.1 shows the percentage of blocks with CMD > 0.1. The reason why
we chose 0.1 as the threshold is shown in Section 5.2. The percentage of blocks
with CMD > 0.1 shows that more than half of the outdoor cases required higherrank decomposition to achieve satisfactory decomposition accuracy. The percentage
decreased as the rank increased for both PKM-HOSVD and TM, while TM exhibited
slightly better accuracy than PKM-HOSVD of the same rank.
If we focused only on blocks whose CMD of rank-1 approximations were larger
than 0.1, then we used the higher-rank approximation for the blocks. The mean of
CMD and MSE are listed in Table 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. The results of the TM are
omitted since the performance of the TM is similar to that of the PKM-HOSVD but
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Table 5.1. Outdoor results: the CMD of rank-1 approximation with different decomposition methods.
Location
Case
Mean of CMD
No.
PKMKM
TM
HOSVD
US
M/M-800
0.13
0.14
0.13
1
Hwy.
M/M-2200
0.043
0.045 0.043
2
63
M/M-5200
0.033
0.048 0.034
3
M/M-800
0.17
0.19
0.18
4
Rolla
M/M-2200
0.15
0.16
0.15
5
Lions
M/M-5200
0.050
0.057 0.050
6
Park
F/M-800
0.20
0.22
0.20
7
F/M-2200
0.071
0.075 0.072
8

Table 5.2. Outdoor results: the averaged MSE of rank-1 approximation with different
decomposition methods.
Location
Case
Mean
No.
PKMKM
TM
HOSVD
US
M/M-800
0.23
0.28
0.23
1
Hwy.
M/M-2200
0.082
0.091 0.083
2
63
M/M-5200
0.064
0.096 0.066
3
M/M-800
0.30
0.38
0.30
4
Rolla
M/M-2200
0.26
0.33
0.27
5
Lions
M/M-5200
0.098
0.11 0.098
6
Park
F/M-800
0.34
0.44
0.34
7
F/M-2200
0.13
0.15
0.14
8

with higher computational complexity. It is clear that the higher-rank approximation
improved the approximation accuracy and the MSE indicates the similar trend as the
CMD. We omit the MSE results for the remaining experimental results.
The averaged CMD of rank-1 approximations with different decomposition
methods in the indoor experiments are summarized in Table 5.5. The 2.2 GHz transmission cannot be received at points D1 and F1 due to low transmit power and a
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HOSVD, case No. 1
HOSVD, case No. 4
HOSVD, case No. 5
HOSVD, case No. 7
TM, case No. 1
TM, case No. 4
TM, case No. 5
TM, case No. 7
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5
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Figure 5.1. Outdoor results: percentage of blocks with CMD > 0.1.
Table 5.3. Outdoor results: the mean of CMD with higher-rank approximation for
the blocks whose CMD of rank-1 approximation were larger than 0.1.
Case
Rank of PKM-HOSVD
No.
1
2
5
10
20
1
0.19 0.16
0.12 0.094 0.070
2
0.15 0.12 0.087 0.066 0.047
3
0.18 0.12 0.089 0.069 0.053
4
0.25 0.21
0.15
0.12 0.089
5
0.20 0.18
0.13
0.10 0.075
6
0.10 0.076 0.051 0.034 0.021
7
0.27 0.23
0.17
0.13 0.098
8
0.15 0.14
0.10 0.086 0.066
Table 5.4. Outdoor results: the mean of MSE with higher-rank approximation for
the blocks whose CMD of rank-1 approximation were larger than 0.1.
Case
Rank of PKM-HOSVD
No.
1
2
5
10
20
1
0.34 0.30 0.22 0.18
0.13
2
0.27 0.23 0.17 0.13 0.092
3
0.33 0.23 0.17 0.13
0.10
4
0.42 0.37 0.27 0.22
0.17
5
0.36 0.32 0.24 0.19
0.14
6
0.20 0.15 0.10 0.068 0.042
7
0.45 0.40 0.30 0.24
0.18
8
0.28 0.25 0.20 0.16
0.13
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non-line-of-sight (NLOS) environment. In the indoor experiments, rank-1 approximations were inaccurate for all of the two decomposition methods. Similar to the
outdoor experiment, the PKM-HOSVD achieved better accuracy in the rank-1 approximation than the KM. The averaged CMD of the higher-rank decomposition for
the indoor cases are listed in Table 5.6. It is clear that higher rank models are required for accurate decompositions to be obtained in all of the indoor cases due to
the strong multi-path reflections of the wall, floor, and ceiling.

Table 5.5. Indoor results: the averaged CMD of rank-1
decomposition methods. Rx was fixed at point A1.
Case
Location PKM-HOSVD
B1
0.41
C1
0.31
F/F-800
D1
0.62
E1
0.35
F1
0.70
B1
0.16
F/F-2200
C1
0.56
E1
0.34

approximation with different
KM
0.45
0.35
0.65
0.40
0.72
0.17
0.63
0.38

No.
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Table 5.6. Indoor results: the averaged CMD of higher-rank approximation.
Case
Rank of PKM-HOSVD
No.
1
5
10
20
50
9
0.41 0.26
0.21
0.15
0.08
10
0.31 0.13
0.10 0.059 0.031
11
0.62 0.43
0.36
0.30
0.20
12
0.35 0.25
0.19
0.14 0.079
13
0.70 0.48
0.38
0.28
0.18
14
0.16 0.087 0.060 0.041 0.024
15
0.56 0.43
0.36
0.29
0.20
16
0.34 0.23
0.19
0.14 0.093
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The 4 × 4 channel is not simple combination of two 2 × 2 channels. Due
to the equipment limitations, we cannot make the larger MIMO measurement but
we anticipate the 4 × 4 channel measurements cannot be extended to 8 × 8 channel
easily. However, we observe that when the number of the antennas decreases, the
decomposition accuracy with the same rank will increase. This means that the system
with less antennas will need less ranks to achieve satisfactory decomposition accuracy
in the same environment. For example, the CMD of rank-50 approximation in case
No. 13 for 4 × 4 MIMO is 0.18. If the channel is 2 × 2 MIMO, then the CMD of
rank-20 approximation achieves 0.11. This is intuitive in the cost function in (20)
where the number of the antennas decreases, then the size of Ψtx and Ψrx would
also decrease. Therefore the number of parameters which need to be estimated would
decrease. Due to the page limitation, we do not include the results of 2 × 2 channels
in the paper.

5.2 CAPACITY ANALYSIS
The MIMO channel capacity was evaluated with our improved channel simulation model (13) for triply selective Rayleigh fading channels. The original channel
simulation model (10) was also included for comparison purpose.
When the channel is known to the receiver but unknown to the transmitter
and assuming the power is uniformly distributed over all the transmit antennas, the
capacity of a spatially correlated MIMO wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering
(WSSUS) Rayleigh channel is given by [8]

C = Ek



1
W

Z

W



log2 det IM
−W

 
β
†
+
· H(k, f ) · H (k, f ) df ,
N

(42)

where W is the one-sided bandwidth of the baseband signal, β is the average signalto-noise (SNR) at each receiver, and H(k, f ) is the time-varying frequency-dependent
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transfer function matrix given by

H(k, f ) =

L−1
X

h(k, l)e−j2πf Ts .

(43)

l=0

We use the improved Rayleigh fading models in [44, 45] to generate the uncorrelated
Rayleigh flat fades.
Both measured and the synthesized channel capacities with not only the original but also the improved channel simulation model are shown in Fig. 5.2. In Fig.
5.2(a), the channel simulation model with a rank-1 approximation predicted the capacity reasonably well when the channel was separable and the rank-1 approximation
obtained a small CMD. In contrast, Figure 5.2(b) illustrates the capacity prediction
of a case whose CMD of rank-1 approximation was 0.67. In this case, the rank-1
model underestimated the capacity by 45%; the rank-100 approximation approached
the true capacity to within 10%. Changes from rank-1 to rank-2 produces the largest
gain in capacity estimation.
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(a) The capacity of the original channel simulation model in M/M-800 case. The CMD
of rank-1 approximation is 0.075.

0
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15
SNR (dB)

20

25

(b) The capacities of the original and improved channel simulation model in F/M-800
case. The CMD of rank-1 approximation is
0.67.

Figure 5.2. Capacities of different channel simulation models in different cases.
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It is interesting to note that [24] and [46] also reported a 10%˜20% underestimate of capacity prediction from the rank-1 Kermoal method. The reason given
to such a capacity error was a hypothesis that strong spatial correlation leads to a
large capacity prediction error. However, our results verified that the accuracy of the
capacity prediction from the Kronecker model has little to do with the correlation.
In contrast, we found that the CMD of the correlation matrix decomposition
is strongly tied to the channel capacity prediction. We used the channels estimated
from the M/M-800 and F/M-800 cases to draw the relationship between the CMD of
the rank-1 approximation and the normalized capacity error in Fig. 5.3(a), since the
mean and variance of these cases were large. We used the Curve Fitting toolbox in
MATLAB to obtain the least squre fit shown as a solid line. The normalized capacity
error was less than 0.21 when the CMD was less then 0.1; the normalized capacity
error was less than 0.29 when the CMD was less then 0.2. We also used the modified
simulation model with a rank-10 approximation for the cases whose CMD of rank-1
approximation were larger than 0.1. The relationship between the CMD of the rank10 approximation and the normalized capacity error is shown in Fig. 5.3(b). For 94%
of the cases, the capacity errors were less then 0.2.
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(a) The channel simulation model with rank1 approximation.
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(b) The channel simulation model with rank10 approximation for the cases whose CMD
were larger than 0.1.

Figure 5.3. Normalized capacity errors versus CMD. SNR=20 dB.
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CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a higher-rank principle Kronecker model (PKM) for simulating triply-selective fading channels. To construct the PKM, the channel correlation matrices are decomposed using the higher-order singular value decomposition
(HOSVD) method. The proposed PKM-HOSVD model improves upon the original Kronecker model by using higher-rank approximation of the channel correlation
matrices rather than the rank-1 approximation. The proposed PKM-HOSVD is validated by an experimental channel-sounding campaign based on 4×4 MIMO wideband
fading channels measured in both indoor and outdoor environments with carrier frequencies of 800 MHz, 2.2 GHz, and 5.2 GHz. We adopt both the CMD and MSE to
evaluate the accuracy of the decomposition. Our results confirm that many practical
channels must use higher-rank approximation rather than the commonly-used rank-1
approximation (or the Kermoal method) to achieve satisfactory decomposition accuracy. In addition, the proposed simulation model can predict the channel capacity
more accurately than does the original rank-1 Kronecker model. We also verify that
the accuracy of the capacity prediction from the Kronecker model is tied strongly to
the CMD of the decomposed correlation matrices. When the CMD was less than 0.1,
the normalized capacity error of rank-1 approximation was less than 0.21.
In this paper, we extract the statistic property of the channel from the channel
correlation matrix. Future work includes using the slowly varying correlation matrix
to design the transmitter precoder and improve the performance of the communication
system.
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SECTION
2

CONCLUSIONS

To verify the effect of linear precoder designed with instantaneous channel
state information (CSI), this dissertation proposes an efficient hardware implementation scheme for iterative multi-input multi-output orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) receiver. The MMSE-IC detector, channel estimator,
LDPC decoder and other supporting modules are implemented in the receiver. The
proposed implementation uses QR decomposition (QRD) of complex-valued matrices with four CORDIC cores and back substitution to solve the MMSE-IC problem.
Compared to the existing systolic array architectures which require 15 to 38 CORDIC
cores, the proposed schemes only use 4 CODIC cores but archive similar throughput.
For an equivalent 4×4 MIMO with 1024 subcarrier OFDM, 16-matrix or 64-matrix
pipelining can be used for proposed 4-CORDIC QRD. 1-D and 2-D array for back substitution are proposed to be combined with the two 4-CORDIC QRD schemes. The
two schemes for MMSE-IC detector have been implemented on Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) for a baseband receiver. Their resource usage, throughput, and
latency are compared with two classic systolic array architectures. The resource usage
of the 16-matrix pipelining scheme is the least and the throughput is 31 clock cycles
per matrix. The throughput of the 64-matrix pipelining is seven clock cycles per matrix and the resource usage is a little more than the 16-matrix pipelining scheme. The
results indicate that the instantaneous CSI varies very fast in the practical system
and the performance of linear precoder designed with instantaneous CSI is limited.
This dissertation also proposes a PKM for simulating triply-selective fading
channels. The PKM is constructed by decomposing the channel correlation matrices
with the HOSVD method. The proposed PKM-HOSVD model improves upon the
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original Kronecker model by using higher-rank approximation of the channel correlation matrices rather than the rank-1 approximation. The proposed PKM-HOSVD
model is validated by extensive field experiments based on 4 × 4 MIMO systems in
both indoor and outdoor environments. The carrier frequencies in the measurement
are 800 MHz, 2.2 GHz, and 5.2 GHz. Both CMD and MSE are applied to evaluate
the decomposition’s accuracy. These results confirm that many practical channels
must use higher-rank approximation rather than the commonly-used rank-1 approximation to achieve satisfactory decomposition accuracy. This dissertation also propose
that the rank-1 Kronecker model always underestimate the channel capacity but the
PKM-HOSVD model can predict the channel capacity accurately by choosing different ranks. In addition, the dissertation verify that the CMD can be used to evaluate
the capacity prediction’s accuracy. When the CMD was less than 0.1, the normalized
capacity error of rank-1 approximation was less than 0.21.
The statistic CSI extracted from the channel correlation matrix varies much
more slowly than the instantaneous CSI. Future work includes using the PKMHOSVD to design the transmitter precoder and improve the performance of the
communication system.
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